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CHAPTER 1 

 ANALYTICAL  AND  NUMERICAL  METHODS  IN  MECHANICS  AND 

PHYSICS  OF  DESTRUCTION  OF  BUILDING  MATERIALS  AND 

CONSTRUCTIONS 

 
 

METHODS ADJUSTED CALCULATION OF ELASTIC AND ELASTIC-

PLASTIC DEFORMATION STRUCTURES CYLINDRICAL TYPE 

 

L. Dobryanska, c.t.s., I. Dobryansky, d.t.s., R. Shmyh, c.t.s.,  

О. Hrytsyna, postgraduate 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 3–15. Bibl. 12. 

 

Formulation of the problem. Hard to find a branch of modern technology and 

engineering practice, where solutions of stress determination did not constitute a 

substantial theoretical, practical and, ultimately, social and economic interest. The 

importance of these issues are the latest development in the areas of technology, 

including in the construction practice, especially due to changes in the environment and a 

significant complication of conditions of complex engineering systems due to global 

climatic and seismic changes. 

This significantly increases the requirements for accuracy of stress fields and 

strains; in most engineering calculations error within 5-10%, which until recently was 

considered acceptable, today is significant. Therefore, the role of accurate analytical 

methods for solving relevant problems of elasticity, which in most cases allow you to 

apply the solutions obtained in a form suitable for engineering calculations and 

automation of payments in the implementation of project work. An important factor that 

allows you to automate scientific research, has become an active factor in the use of 

modern powerful computer systems and created today effective software. 

 

 

INFLUENCE OF RIGIDITY AND INCLUSION ENVIRONMENT FOR THE 

CONCENTRATION OF STRESSES ON THE SURFACE  

OF THE INCLUSION 

 

T. Bubniak, c. p.-м. s., V. Yakymets, c.t.s. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 16–19. Bibl. 5. 

 

Formulation of the problem. During building elements of building 

constructions and various composite materials which are used in manufactoring, often 

need take into account hardness of basic material and inclusions which might be due to 

production technology and this often weakens the structural strength and leads to 
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premature destruction. Researching on the influence of  contact character between 

environment and inclusion and also strength characteristics of the component on the 

stress distribution is an important task in elasticity theory in terms of building composite 

materials resistant to destruction. 

Modern structural buildings contain components made of anisotropic materials 

such as fiberglass, plastic, etc. These materials often contain structural heterogeneity in 

the form of spheroid inclusions or cavities. When mechanical and thermal loads on the 

structure in the vicinity of these irregularities it cause unevenly distributed stress field, 

which value must be considered in the calculation details of strength. 

Statement of the problem. Our task is to research on the influence of 

environment rigidity and inclusion of normal and meridian stress concentration on the 

surface of spherical inclusions. The redistribution of stresses from compression to 

stretching or visa versa, in certain areas can cause formation of crack, which  leads to 

destruction of the composite. 

Depending on the hardness of environment and inclusion, contact between them 

and also action form of force field or temperature field, need to get the characteristics of 

distribution for normal and meridian stresses on the surface of inclusion. 

Conclusions. Analyzing the results, we see that in case of significant decrease in 

rigidity inclusion ( /G G ) imperfect mechanical contact causes less impact on the 

stress distribution ησ  and θσ . The value of the stress in this case go to the corresponding 

values on the surface. When the rigidity of the environment and the inclusion of almost 

identical - / 1G G , imperfect mechanical contact leads to heterogeneity of the stress-

strain field, unlike terms of  full solder. For 0G  there is a significant difference in 

stress concentration depending on contact. In particular for perfect contact stress 

concentration is almost comparable with the values obtained for the environment with 

soldered hard inclusion. In case of violations of the terms solder there is difference 

between them, for example for lg( / ) 3G G    equals to η 0σ /c 18%, θ 0σ /c  30% 

accordingly and for the last component also observed redistribution of stresses. 

 

 

FINITE-ELEMENT CALCULATIONOF THE CORRUGATED METAL 

STRUCTURES DEFLECTED MODE UNDER INTERACTION WITH SOIL 

BACKFILL PROGRAMMED BY NX NASTRAN 

 

V. Kovalchuk, Ph.D. 

Lviv Branch of Dnipropetrovsk National University 

of the Railway transport named by ac. V. Lazaryan 

P. 19–25. Bibl. 10. 

 

Introduction. Corrugated metal structures (CMS) domestic and imported supply 

are used on the roads and rail traffics of Ukraine in the construction of culverts, traffic 

overpasses, bridges, galleries, retaining walls, and so on. 
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Problem. In the design of the corrugated metal structures designers faced with 

the problem of designing corrugated metal structures with a diameter of more than 3 m. 

Since the effect of regulations VBN [1] and BCH [2] applies only for pipes with a 

diameter to 3 meters, but for the design of corrugated metal structures more than 3 m in 

diameter the finite element method must be applied. In applying this method there is no 

clear guidelines on selecting types of finite element, the contact modelling on the verge "a 

corrugated metal pipe and backfill soil" and recommended size limits of finite elements 

on the contact verge "pipe-soil". 

Analysis of recent researches and publications. More accurate calculations of 

the deflected mode of corrugated metal structures can be obtained by means of numerical 

calculations using the finite element method [3, 4, 5]. According to [4], the design model 

of the CMS should adequately reflect the work of the pipe, soil clips and foundations and 

for the design model should be taken a three-dimensional pattern. 

Finite element method involves solid object discretization by several finite 

elements of various shapes and sizes. This method allows solving problems which 

implementation by using analytical methods is impossible: consideration of construction 

and operation factors, study of objects with complex structure and study their deflected 

mode [6, 7]. 

Solid objects discretization as related items connected by finite number of node 

connections makes it possible to save the environment characteristics in determining the 

deflected mode of each element. The presence of a finite number of node connections 

allows you to enter the relationship between the forces applied to the nodal locations and 

the resulting movement. This relationship is represented by element stiffness matrix [4, 7, 

8]. 

The foreign practical calculations experience shows that the finite element 

framework for implementing the approach is the use of software systems "Zenit-97», 

ANSYS and NASTRAN. And in addition, the use of finite element method (FEM) is 

quite possible to obtain satisfactory compliance assessments of calculated deflected mode 

of corrugated structures and backfill soil environment. Thus, recently adopted document 

developed recommendations [2] confirmed the need to perform complex calculations 

CMS shape and span over 3 m at the FEM. 

Problem. To develop the algorithm calculation and to calculate the deflected 

mode of corrugated metal structures at the interaction with soil backfill programmed in 

NX NASTRAN. 

The main material. To perform the analysis of the deflected mode of corrugated 

metal structures using finite element method the calculation scheme for deflected mode 

interaction of the corrugated metal pipe with soil backfill is developed, which is shown in 

Fig. 1. 

When calculating a great importance is paid for the size of finite elements and 

their shape. First of all, from it depends on the accuracy of the calculation and time of the 

conducting. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL CALCULATION OF 

CORRUGATED METAL STRUCTURES

 Task characteristics of the material corrugated metal pipe and backfill 

soil

The development of geometric models among applications of finite-

element calculation

Selection of types of finite elements and bring their options

Partitioning into finite elements

 The problem of boundary conditions

Application job stress their values

Check the correctness of the developed model 

Of finite-element analysis

The results of calculation of the deflected mode of the corrugated 

metal pipe
 

Fig. 1. Scheme sequence of calculation of the deflected mode of corrugated  

metal structures using FEM 

The nodes of the elements of the bottom of the soil clips assign fixed hinges that 

prevent linear movement; the nodes of the elements in the lateral faces ban of the 

horizontal displacements is entered. 

The soil space in the axils of corrugation is filled with three-dimensional finite 

element type Solid (prisms and tetrahedrons), and with distance from the corrugated shell 

soil is modelled with hexahedrons. Thickening of finite-element mesh was performed in 

areas of possible stress concentration and the contact area of joint bodies. In particular, 

near the corrugations the finite element size was selected smaller, and the rest of the field 

was broken under larger items. 
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In this study, soil clip was broken by the three-dimensional finite element mesh 

type Solid, pipe – two-dimensional finite element type Plate. 

The soil was considered as a homogeneous viscous environment. In the soil mass, 

the county covers (pipes), at a certain level of stress may appear plastic state field soil. 

Numerous experimental studies and data adopted in international practice approach to the 

analysis of soil confirmed the effectiveness of the use of description of the behaviour of 

soil models perfectly plastic media in combination with non-associated plasticity laws 

[3]. 

In NASTRAN software system is implemented procedure Drakkera-Prager 

(Drucker-Prager) for determination of ideal-plastic medium with non-associated plasticity 

law under static and dynamic loading. At the time of the plastic state Mises modified 

criteria are used, and for the formation of non-associated plasticity laws Coulomb-Mohr 

limiting surface is used. To eliminate the influence of the boundary conditions imposed 

on the sides of soil backfill on the state of the corrugated structures, limit of the calculated 

field soil was chosen on the distance of 3R (where R – Horizontal size design) from the 

lateral side of the structure. 

CMS is a regular structure corrugated plate connected by bolting. Bolt connections 

are located in depressions and on the tops of corrugated plates. Corrugated plates were 

modelled by SHELL elements. Bolt connection was modelled by rigid connections 

(Coupled DOF) into linear movement of nodes connected corrugated plates in bolts 

locations. 

Background to calculate the CMS. Physical and mechanical properties of 

materials are taken from standards [1]. Accepted corrugated metal pipe design Multiplate 

MP 150 length 12,69 m in horizontal form an ellipse with the following parameters: 

internal vertical diameter of 6.20 m, internal diameter 6.57 m horizontal, wavelength 150 

mm deep wave 50 mm thick steel sheet 6 mm, density zinc coating thickness of 85 

microns (567 g/m2), 20   kN/m3 – proportion of soil backfill; 
0

33E   MPa – modulus 

of deformation of soil backfill; 2 04h  ,  m – the distance from the base to the top rails 

to arch pipe; 235 3q  , kN / m - equivalent load, according to SBS V.2.3-14 depending 

on the length and shape of influence line; 
52 1 10E  . MPa – modulus of elasticity of 

steel; 6   mm – conventional thickness of corrugated sheet design;  =0,25 – Poisson's 

ratio of the material structure; 145 4
sh
  , kN/m2 – the proportion of material CMS; 

0 75715 11 355À , · , cm2 – sectional area of one corrugation waves; 235
y

R  MPa – 

estimated resistance steel beyond yield point; m = 0,9 – coefficient of working 

conditions. Load distribution on sleepers along the rail track was obtained from the track 

calculations on its strength [10]. 

In the longitudinal direction the pipe body consists of 14 rings. Each ring consists 

of 10 letters bolted. Headroom pipes are made using gabion system Terramesh. Modules 

are situated in horizontal tiers. The basis for gabion mattresses are headroom Reno 

3:2:0.23 m invested in geotextiles and net sekuhrid. 
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The results of calculation of structural elements of railway transition at different 

filling density corrugated steel shell are derived in programme software NX NASTRAN. 

After the calculation results automatically appear in the tree model in the branch 

"Results". 

In the choice of displaying the results of calculation chose the required magnitude 

to view deformation, displacement, strain. 

Deflected mode of train transition generally looks like that shown in Figure 2 

(scale deformations artificially enlarged for easy viewing). 

 
Fig.2. The distribution of strains in corrugated metal structures 

 

Deflected mode of the corrugated steel shell review by adjusting sample review 

of transition elements and choose the equivalent stress in the shell of the Huber-Mises 

theory of strength. The value of the deflected mode in the most characteristic points of the 

shell is shown in Figure 3 (crimped shell is shown in cross section). 

 
Figure 3. Stress Distribution in corrugated metal pipe 

Coloured scheme displacements are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Average displacement in corrugated metal pipe 

 

From the calculations of the deflected mode of the metal corrugated construction 

follows that the maximum stresses occur on the edge of the horizontal diameter of the 

pipe. And for a given output data the level is 129.04 MPa (see Fig.3). The maximum 

displacement of corrugated metal pipe having in its vault is 35.57 mm (see. Fig. 4). 

Overall, the results of numerical experiments indicate the possibility of correct 

description using FEM complex deformation affects CMS and soil environment under the 

action of high heavy loads, allows fully to take into account in the design and to realize in 

the construction benefits of these structures. 

Conclusions. Using FEM in the calculation system "load-mound-tube-base" can 

more realistically take into account regional differences in the design, construction and 

operation of small artificial structures in order to improve their reliability and durability. 

At the design stage culverts have the opportunity to select the most veritable variant of 

calculation results for the criteria. 

 

 

METHOD OF COMBINED CONTROL EXACTLY MOMENT STATES  

INDEFINITE METAL STRUCTURES IN STAGES OF DESIGN  

 

I. Іvanyk, c.t.s., S. Vikhot, c.t.s. 

Lviv Polytechnic National University 

P. 25–32. Bibl. 5 
 

 

Formulation of the problem. An analysis of composite metal structures, the 

effect of reducing the consumption of materials at the stage of their design becomes 

greater when combined in the joint work of metal construction combined with reinforced 

concrete slab. According to the developed method for the design at an early stage of 
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theoretical calculations can take into account any conditions of construction of the 

external load. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. When placing strengthening 

elements using combined systems are limited to the design stage, because the calculation 

of existing structures have difficulty considering defects and damage. However, existing 

methods do not reflect the real work of a design without taking into account the 

interaction between the elements that make up the design space, so that we get results 

with a certain margin of safety, excellent curvature and bending moment diagrams of 

longitudinal forces in the cell suspension.  

Setting objectives. Our task to investigate the combined metal structures 

considering the peculiarities of regulation depending on changes in their geometry and 

elastic properties of a stress. 

Presenting main material. The mathematical apparatus calculating the 

combined systems, taking into account factors geometric and elastic dependencies can be 

used to calculate the structures of arbitrary shape. 

Concomitant use of linear programming methods and techniques elastic  systems 

that are in the process of calculating reduced to linear algebraic equations, can accelerate 

the convergence of the iteration process and reduce the time of calculation. 

According to the method developed solution composed of metal program 

calculation. In the first stage the calculation determining the data by which written form 

and approximation matrix composed of the coefficients of static equations and matrices 

compliances. 

Theoretical calculations metal single-span structures are made to determine their 

condition equally buse states elements impact assessment geometry and loads for use of 

such structures as part multispan settlement schemes. In particular, the theoretical 

calculation of the combined construction span 18 m. Calculated load on the structure of q 

= 48 kN/m.  

 In this case, for a fixed maximum altitude combined construction (1500 mm) 

equally buse states search by state combined design is extreme angle braces , long 

periods of extreme rigidity beams - 2l1, stiffness parameters metallic elements and the 

value of the design load q. 

Studies have shown that the most optimal magnitude of extreme span, in which 

there are structural elements in tension are close to acceptable l1 = 1/6 span girders. Also, 

when the magnitude of extreme span 1/6L character bending moment diagrams in beam 

stiffness close to exactly moment. 

Comparison of theoretical values of vertical displacements conventional units 

beams and experimental showed fairly close convergence of their 0 - 3%. 

Conclusions. 1. The calculations statically indeterminate combined - metal 

structure according to the developed methodology, algorithms and software have shown 

the possibility of their use in real design and construction . 

2. Obtained according to methodology and algorithm results in the correct 

calculations reflect the actual construction work in general compared with other known 

methods. 
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3. Using the method and algorithm of composite metal structures applies to 

existing spans with the identified them in the preliminary examination of defects and 

damages , as well as efforts to regulate such systems theoretical values of vertical 

displacements of the beam stiffness of the nodes on the experimental span beam stiffness 

rather they showed a close convergence. The difference between theoretical and 

experimental results depending on the magnitude of the external load amounted to 0-8 %. 
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CHAPTER 2  

EXPERIMENTAL  METHODS  OF  RESEARCH AND  DIAGNOSTICS  

OF FUNCTIONING  OF  BUILDING  MATERIALS  AND  

CONSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

STUDY NATURAL 35-METER ARCHES AS AN ELEMENT DOME 

I. Dobriansky, Ph.D. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

Yu. Vybranets, engineer-designer 

Ltd. Spetsproektbud 

P. 33–38. Bibl. 5 

 

Formulation of the problem. An important way to solve the problems of 

building and construction materials consumption reduction is the use of spatial structures. 

Improving the efficiency of such structures enables more efficient use of their advantages. 

Rational redistribution efforts gravity dome improves its performance. And considering 

that the dead weight of concrete structures is an important part of stress, its efficient 

distribution design significantly improves the performance stage. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Research folded reinforced 

concrete domes dedicated work [3]. The study was conducted on a real 42.4-meter dome 

in the city. Shepetivka. Given the complexity of conducting research in a real large-span 

spatial structures, complexity paging inability to bring the building up to destructive 

stress, our research needs revision. 

The work [4], on the contrary, examined the scale model of the dome. Even 

though diagram obtained by destruction and devastating force, scale factor also leaves 

certain questions. 

In [2] the authors give a theoretical justification of the study. 

Setting objectives. The studies should: include in the folds of the work according 

to their work in the dome at various stages of construction; efforts to establish their folds 

and deformation; confirm the effectiveness of the previous regulation efforts. 

Presenting main material. In Lviv Polytechnic Institute proposed and 

implemented the construction of prefabricated reinforced concrete domes folded diameter 

of 42.4 m. Structurally dome consists of reinforced concrete ribbed trapezoidal pyramid 

in terms of folds, which are based on the bottom hinged metal ring and bind tightly to the 

upper monolithic stalebetonnymNa different stages of the construction of the dome 

elements of its work on different static schemes [5], and the end of the stress state 

depends largely on the consistency of work on omonolichuvannya dome and removing it 

from the mounting support. 

To test the dome of the research, 35.2-meter arches as its fragment. Structurally 

arch consisted of two 18-meter folds that were used to build the dome in the city. 

Khmelnitsky. 
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Downloads arches carried 16-th by lumped equivalent uniformly distributed load 

in real-dome structure in this state dovantazhuvalasya extra load. Downloads carried out 

by forces of the estimated 10.1. 

Conclusions. Studies have allowed work to bring the collection to their work in 

the dome at all stages of its construction and operation and confirmed the effectiveness of 

regulation efforts in the two-stage omonolichuvannyam dome. 

For durability, hardness and fracture toughness fold pyramidal dome as part of 

GSN meet the requirements and can be recommended for use in construction. 

 

 

BEARING STRENGTH AND DEFORMATIONS REINFORCE-CONCRETE  

CUTS BEAMS, SLOPING ARE TO LONGITUDINAL AXIS 

 

A. Mazurak, I. Kovalik, V. Mihaylechko 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 38–44. Bibl. 6. 

 

Formulation the problem. In our time and in the near future the reinforced 

concrete in our country is and will be important structural material of building. It is 

explained by the large supply  raw material for making astringent and fillers, by the high 

structural and operating internals  reinforced concrete. Powerful development industry, 

heavy stationary equipment and increase is scales vehicles, that result in the increase 

loading on construction, causes the necessity increase  requirements to operating 

reliability reinforce-concrete constructions overpasses. 

Analysis last researches and publications. Resistance reinforce-concrete 

elements action  transversal forces is one issues  the day theory reinforced concrete. The 
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works Babich E.М. were devoted this problem, Barashikov A.J., Ermakov M.S., 

Borysshanskyy V., Vasilyev P.I., Hvozdev A.A., Heniyev G.A., Dorofyeyev V. S., 

Zaitsev Y., Zalyesov A.S., Ilyin A.F., Karpenko N.I., Karpyuk V.M.,Klimov Y.A., 

Mitrofanov V.P., Onysko B.M., and other. 

Raising problem. The aim this study is evaluate the reinforced concrete beam 

elements on bearing capacity and deformability beam sections, inclined longitudinal axis. 

The objective this work is develop methods experimental research and analysis 

theoretical and experimental studies reinforced concrete beams. 

Researches methods. Objects realization experimental researches were  

experimental reinforce-concrete standards that increased an increase  by the increase 

transversal cut elements due causing layer concrete on sides. The common amount 

standards presented 8 beams from : 2 unincreased beams Б-1, Б-2 with the project sizes 

(Lхhхb) 2300х245х80 mm and four increased beams Б-3P, Б-4P, Б-5P, Б-6P sizes 

(Lхhхb) 2300х245х120 mm. Main beams were reinforced metallic frameworks with 

working longitudinal armature Ø16 А400С, overhead armature Ø10 А400С, and 

transversal armature Ø6 А240С. Durability concrete experimental beams folded fck = 

27,74 МПа, concrete strengthening fck = 31 МПа. 

Results of researches. Upon receipt results experimental researches and values 

theoretical calculation, it is possible draw conclusion about large divergence in results. A 

deformation model is presented in the offered methodology calculation confirmed by 

creation large supply bearing strength as ordinary and beams with strengthening within 

the limits 43-53%. 

Graphic arts dependence deformations concrete and armature show the height 

deformations on the height cut with the receipt values on at supporting areas. On the 

graphic arts deformations concrete divergence between theoretical and experimental 

values folds 8%. 

Conclusions. Based on experimental research-bearing strength sloping cuts 

reinforce-concrete standards, there is large supply between theoretical values after new 

DBN V.2.6.-98:2009 above the real values got during the test production models, that 

presents 43-53%.  

The analysis calculation and experimental sizes beams showed divergence 

deformations concrete and armature that presents no more 8% in excess exceeding 

experimental sizes above theoretical. It is possible draw conclusion, a deformation model 

estimates deformations reinforce-concrete elements really. 

To it is our opinion needed to conduct the study problem bearing strength on 

deformation sloping cuts, with the different methods reinforcement at supporting zone. 

 

 

THE RESULTS OF THE TECHNICAL INSPECTION OF BEARING CEILING 

STRUCTURES ABOVE THE FIRST FLOOR OF AN INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 

ON THE STR. ZELENA, 301,  

IN THE CITY OF LVIV  

 

О. Hnatiuk, Ph.D., Y .Famuliak, as. professor, I. Hryzliuk senior professor. 
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Lviv National Agrarian University  

P. 45–48. Bibl. 4. 

 

Problem definition. Technical (expert) survey of buildings is the process of 

identifying defects and damage to the bearing and protecting designs certified 

professionals using high quality equipment, followed by the issuance of an official 

document with conclusions and recommendations about the reliability and the possibility 

of further safe operation of the building (construction) and its structures in existing 

conditions and compliance requirements of current building regulations state [1]. Before 

reconstruction project necessary requirement for technical survey of the existing facility, 

which is subject to reconstruction, the calculation of the bearing capacity of structures for 

project organization specialists complete information about the condition of structures 

[2]. 

Analysis of the last researches and publications. The technical examination 

carried out by order of the State Committee for Construction, Architecture and Housing 

Policy of Ukraine and the State Committee of Ukraine for Labor Protection № 32/288 

from 11.27.97 "On measures to implement the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of 

Ukraine from 05.05.97 № 409" On ensuring reliability and safe operation of buildings, 

structures and utilities. " 

Statement of task. Work carried out to survey the technical state of the 

production building structures overlap Ltd. "Central consulting company" on the street. 

Green, 301, m. Lviv (overlapping area - 7100 square meters) on 1st floor in order to 

establish their geometric size, location, reinforcement, concrete strength and 

reinforcement, identifying key defects and damage and bearing capacity taking into 

account overlapping their influence. 

Presentation of basic material. Overlapping structures located on the 1st floor 

of the main building of the former section Insulator Plant at around + 6.000m. The 

existing building - a two-story plan with dimensions 66 × 120m from prefabricated 

concrete frame. Overlapping structures - prefabricated w / b ribbed slab 5,8 × 5,8 × 1,2 m 

and 0,6 m (choice) and prefabricated w / b girders span of 5,55m (Fig.). In some places, 

monolithic held areas. The design of the ceiling follows: floor slabs, cement-sandy 

coupler on slabs thickness 100 mm (average). 

 

а) б) 
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Fig. Inspected the construction of overlap: a - general view, b - defects. 

 

Major defects and damage slabs: 

1) normal longitudinal cracks in the ribs, 

2) pryopornyh inclined cracks on parts of the longitudinal ribs 

3) exposure and corrosion longitudinal rods working armature, 

4) local shelling of concrete, 

5) unauthorized hole in the shelf, 

6) low local density of concrete, 

7) exposure and corrosion of reinforcement rods plates, 

8) tracks becoming soaked concrete. 

 

Based on visual inspection scheme composed of defects. Normal and inclined 

cracks in the longitudinal edges found in plates, some of which have lost their bearing 

capacity and is in disrepair. 

Outcrop and consequently corrosion of reinforcement rods longitudinal labor 

leads to cracking of the concrete slab longitudinal edges and reduce the cross-sectional 

area of reinforcement. 

Plates with local shelling of concrete unauthorized holes in the shelf, high local 

density of concrete, exposing the rods and corrosion of reinforcement plates, footsteps 

becoming soaked concrete. low local density concrete need urgent restoration, because 

otherwise their operation can lead to a dangerous condition. 

As a result, the survey found that more than 50% of plates with defects and can 

be operated after the work on their recovery. Plates, where available tracks corrosion 

fittings have a reduced carrying capacity of up to 20% depending on the reduction of the 

area section sizes and fittings excluded from work concrete compressed zone and 

debonding of reinforcement of concrete. Also found 10 slabs of emergency, in which 

existing normal and inclined cracks in concrete longitudinal edges and in need of 

strengthening. Condition of most slabs - satisfactory (category II), in which the plates 

detected defects - unserviceable (category III) and emergency (category IV) [2]. 

As a result of such visual inspection revealed defects and damage to the 

crossbars: 
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1) exposure and corrosion longitudinal rods working armature, 

2) local shelling of concrete, 

3) low local density of concrete, 

4) exposure and corrosion of reinforcement rods on the lateral surface 

5) tracks becoming soaked concrete. 

State beams in general - satisfactory (category II). Defects found in less than 20% 

of crossbars, whose state - unserviceable and which can be operated after the work on 

their recovery. 

Our calculation of bearing capacity of structures surveyed by overlapping the 1st 

group of limit states according to current regulations. 

Conclusions. After the emergency work to strengthen and repair damaged 

structures overlapping load on the floor in the operating mode it as a warehouse or 

production facilities shall not exceed 14,1kPa (8,4kPa - less concrete structures own 

weight and the weight of the cement-sand screeds) for areas with satisfactory condition 

and ceiling 11,4kPa (5,7kPa) for sites that are found corrosive wear fittings. When 

abnormal deformation, cracks and other defects during reconstruction and operation of 

the building during the stop work immediately and conduct detailed survey of building 

structures in which defects. 

 

 

METHODS EXPERIMENTAL STUDY CONCRETE ELEMENTS REINFORCED 

CONCRETE SPRAYING ATDIFFERENT LEVELS OF LOAD 

 

A. Mazurak, I. Kovalyk, V. Mihaylechk., P. Ambroziak, 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 48–54. Bibl. 6. 

 

Raising problem. Various combination reasons necessity strengthening, and also 

a type and state building constructions stipulate use different methods strengthening. A 

monolithic concrete and reinforced concrete are often used for strengthening reinforce-

concrete constructions by arranging holders, shirts and one-sided multilateral increase. 

These methods allow considerably increase bearing strength the strengthened 

constructions, provide proper firmness influence aggressive environment, accordingly 

prolong the term exploitation. 

Analysis the last researches and publications. For preparation and study this 

problem it was considered and studied row literary sources. Different methodologies 

research the reinforce-concrete elements including increased in number different ways 

and by materials are considered in that.  

Researches over reinforce-concrete constructions are brought in labours 

E.М. Babich, А.Y. Barashikov, Z.Y. Blicharskiy, С. I. Bondarenko, О. A. Valovoi, 

О.B. Golishev, V.G. Kvasha troughs, G.A Мolodchenko, L. A. Мurashko, end ather. On 

the basis their researches effective structural decisions were considered from repair or 

strengthening reinforce-concrete constructions. 
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Raising task. The aim this work is an estimation bearing strength, cracks, 

deformations the increased reinforce-concrete elements taking into account technology 

strengthening. The task this work are development methodology and realization 

experimental researches increased ZBE recognition remaining tensions realization 

strengthening. 

Realization experimental researches. A calculation and constructing 

experimental beams conducted on the basis analysis literary sources, operating norms and 

experience realization experimental researches. 

For working off methodology 3 series experimental beams were made, they are 

made the reinforce-concrete sizes (Lхhхb) of 2300х200х80, working flight the 

experienced beams made 2100 mm  beam increased in number  different ways depending 

on series. 

At loading bending beam, deformation concrete and armature was fixed, control 

was conducted after the moment education and development cracks. The process 

development cracks was determined by sight and by means microscope МPB-2 fixed a 

size. 

The concentrated forces put by means hydraulic jack power 250 кН and 

distributive traverse.  

Deformations armature measured too by means mikroindikators sentinel type. 

They were fixed on the special holders fastened on bearing-out bars. The bearing-out 

cored taking were envisaged by the pin welding to the longitudinal working armature, 

during making frameworks. 

At making beams on the bearing-out taking rubber that after the fight concrete in 

beams were taken away were strained, that provided formation the small emptinesses 

created round them on all depth protective layer concrete, accordingly free moving with a 

working armature. 

Conclusions. The offered methodology allowed estimate descriptions bearing 

strength cracks, deformations the beam standards increased by guniting recognition 

remaining tensions realization strengthening. 

 

 

INVESTIGATION OF BEARING CAPACITY AND STRESS-STRAIN 

BEHAVIOR OF BEAM STRUCTURES, REINFORCED BY STEEL CUT AND 

STRETCHY SHEET IN COMPARISON TO REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 

REINFORCED BY BAR REINFORCEMENT 

 

S. Burchenia, c. of t. s. 

Lviv Ntaional Agrarian University 

P. 54–60. Bibl. 5. 

 

Setting of the problem. Concrete, smooth and fluted corrugated bar 

reinforcement, flat and fluted sheet steel, shaped roof deck are used, as a rule, for 

prefabricating reinforced concrete beam structures with external sheet (ribbon) 

reinforcing. However the scientists passed by the rather interesting type of sheet 
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reinforcement called cut and stretchy sheet. Due to its particular geometrical shape of the 

lateral surface and strength features cut and stretchy sheet can also be used as external 

reinforcement in reinforced concrete beam or flat structures. Structure of steel cut and 

stretchy sheet surface in applying for reinforcement of beam structures will provide with 

contact with concrete and in its turn it will allow to refuse from additional connecting 

items which are obligatory in using flat steel sheets [3-4].  

Analysis of the latest researches and publications. Over 40 years ago professor 

Klymenko F. Ye. designed and patented steel concrete structures in national university 

“Lviv Politechnics” for the first time [1]. Besides development and investigation of steel 

concrete structures were done by group of people of national university “Lviv 

Politechnics”, Lviv National Agrarian University, Kryvyi Rih Technical University, 

Ukrainian State Academy of Railway Transport, Poltava National Technical University 

named after Yu. Kondratiuk, State Scientific and Research Institute of Building 

Structures of State Committee of Ukraine on Building and Architecture, Kharkiv State 

Technical University of Building and Architecture headed by such prominent scholars 

and scientists of Ukraine as F.Ye. Klymenko [1], V.I.Yefymenko, O.V.Semko, 

L.I.Storozhenko [5],  O.B.Holyshev,  A.P.Shahin [2] and others.  

Setting of the task. The aim of our investigation is to research bearing capacity 

and stress-strain behavior of beam structures, reinforced by steel cut and stretchy sheet in 

comparison to reinforced concrete beams reinforced by bar reinforcement. 

The main material. Six pre-production models including four steel concrete 

beams, reinforced by steel cut and stretchy sheet, two reinforced concrete beams, six 

concrete prisms and three concrete cubes were designed and made to fulfill the set task. 

The pre-production models were made with section 135270 mm, the general length 

2300 mm and the design span 2000 mm. The concrete of class C16/20 was used for it 

(Fig.1) 

 
а) 

 
b) 
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c) 

Fig. 1. The scheme of the pre-production models reinforcing: а) pre-production models 

B-I-1, B-I-1*; b) pre-production models B-I-2, B-I-2*; c) pre-production models B-I-3, B-

I-3*; 

 

Bending beam samples were researched on the stand where loading was carried 

out with two concentrated forces, applied on the top of beam samples (Fig. 3).  

 

 
Fig. 3. The scheme of measuring devices: micro indicators of the clock type with the 

division value 0,001 mm М1…М6  – on the lateral face. 

Moment of formation of cracks. It is experimentally stated that the moment of 

cracks formation in steel concrete pre-production models reinforced by steel cut and 

stretchy sheet without covering layer (B-І-2, B-І-2*) are higher in 1, 39 times than in 

analogue models with the covering layer (B-І-1, B-І-1*) and in 1,16 times in comparison 

to models reinforced by bar reinforcement  (B-І-3, B-І-3*).  

The determination of the ultimate state as to the bearing capacity of the pre-

production models was conducted on the basis of diagrams of the reinforcement 

deformation and the obtained researched values of graph deformations. Experimental and 

design values of bending moments when the fluidity of the working reinforcement 

occurred are provided in Table 1.  
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Table 1 

Experimental and design values of ultimate bending moments 

Beam 

code 

Experimental 

ultimate bending 

moment, 

М
експ

t , кНсm 

Design moment 

as to State 

Standard of 

Ukraine (SSU) 
ssu

tÌ , кНсm 

åêñï

t

åêñï

t

ssu

t

Ì

ÌÌ 
, % 

Height of 

concrete 

compressed 

zone, 

сm 

B-І-1 1755,0 1738,75 -0,92 
7,29 

B-І-1* 1755,0 1738,75 -0,92 
7,29 

B-І-2 1930,5 1947,4 -0,87 
6,99 

B-І-2* 1930,5 1947,4 -0,87 6,99 

B-І-3 2488,5 2693,6 8,22 7,62 

B-І-3* 2488,5 2693,6 8,22 7,62 

When the working tensile reinforcement reaches the fluidity boundary then there 

is the increase of deformations and deflections as it is shown on Table 1. The fluidity of 

the working reinforcement and the destruction of the pre-production models occurred at 

different loading and that’s why in order to evaluate concrete deformations in compressed 

and tensile zones one can conditionally accept the loading value 0,65-0,7 tМ  of the bar 

reinforcement for the pre-production models of І series.  

Table 2 

Experimental values of deflections, deformations of tensile and compressed concrete 

and deformations at working tensile reinforcement under the same loading levels  

Beam 

code 

Bending 

moment 

correspondi

ng 0,6-0,7 

tМ bar reinf, 

кН см  

Experimen

tal 

deflections 

f експ, 

мм 

Deformations 

of кultimate 

tensile fibers of 

concrete  

 exp
с(2)10-5 

Deformations 

of ultimate 

compressed 

fibers of 

concrete  

 exp
с(1)10-5

  

Deformations 

at tensile 

reinforcemen

t level  

 exp**
s 

10-5 

B-І-1 1625,0 4,18 -208,5 74,3 -124,0 

B-І-1* 1625,0 4,16 -209,0 74,3 -127,0 

B-І-2 1625,0 3,40 -169,0 52,7 -95,0 

B-І-2* 1625,0 3,30 -169,0 52,7 -97,0 

B-І-3 1625,0 4,38 -209,5 75,0 -162,4 

B-І-3* 1625,0 4,45 -187,0 72,0 -148,8 
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As we realize (see Table 2), at the same loading levels deflections values in the 

pre-production models of I series B-І-2, B-І-2*(reinforcement by steel cut and stretchy 

sheet without the covering layer ) are smaller in 1,22 times in comparison to the analogue 

models B-І-1, B-І-1* (reinforcement by steel cut and stretchy sheet with the covering 

layer) and in 1,28 times compared to reinforced concrete models B-І-3, B-І-3*, reinforced 

by bar reinforcement. The deformations of tensile and compressed fibers of concrete are 

smaller in pre-production models B-І-2, B-І-2*, in в 1,4 times in comparison to  B-І-1, B-

І-1* and in 1,42– 1,70 times compared to B-І-3, B-І-3*. 

Consequences. The conducted experimental researches of bearing capacity and 

stress-strain behavior of bending beam constructions, reinforced by steel cut and stretchy 

sheet in comparison to reinforced concrete ones, reinforced by bar reinforcement have 

shown the following: 

1. Bearing capacity of beam models, reinforced by steel cut and stretchy sheet 

without the covering layer of concrete is bigger in 1,09times in comparison to the 

analogue beams where steel cut and stretchy sheet is placed with the covering layer due to 

the increase of lever arm of couple.  

2. It is confirmed experimentally that at the same loading levels stress- strain 

behavior of pre-production models where steel cut and stretchy sheet is placed without 

the covering layer of concrete is smaller in 1,28 times in comparison to reinforced 

concrete, reinforced by bar reinforcement due to the increase of internal lever arm of 

couple and redistribution of efforts in the zone of adhesion of concrete on the width of cut 

and stretchy sheet. 

 

 

INFLUENCE OF DESCENDING BRANCH OF DIAGRAM OF STEEL FIBER 

REINFORCED CONCRETE DEFORMATION AT TENSILE FOR BEARING 

STRENGTH OF BEAMS 

 

V. Bilozir, Ph. D 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 60–64. Bibl. 6. 

 

Setting of the problem. The method of calculation of bearing strength steel fiber 

reinforced concrete bending elements [1, 2] is imperfect, because it involves the use of 

rectangular stress diagram steel fiber reinforced concrete in compressed and tensiled zone 

for limit equilibrium stage similar to ferrocement. Researches done in recent years have 

shown that this approach is not enough justified and can lead to that structures calculated 

by the norms [1, 2], won't correspond to the requirements of reliability. So, improving the 

method of calculation bending elements steel fiber reinforced concrete  is a problem that 

requires urgent solution. 

Discussions. Descending branch of deformation diagrams (Fig. 1) is described by 

the equation of a line:   
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           )210525,1( fctfctfct f   .                                        

(1) 

 
Fig. 1 Idealized diagrams of steel fiber reinforced concrete deformation on fiber from a 

sheet at compression and tension 

If deformations 0,004, will correspond to stresses , then the equation 

descending branch becomes:       

       )42005,2( fctfctfct f   ,                                          (2)       

and if  to this stresses will correspond deformations 0,003, then: 

                                  )120015,4( fctfctfct f   .                                           (3) 

Exertions  (Fig. 2) will depend on the equation (1) – (3).               

 
Fig. 2 Diagrams of deformations and stresses of cross-section of steel fiber 

reinforced concrete  bending element 

This exertions is determined at stresses , for which correspond 

deformations 0,0055, 0,004 і 0,003.  

Bearing strength of models with cross section 30х200 mm, fiber reinforced with 

reinforcement percentage 0,7 і 1,25 by volume, made on the basis fine-grained concrete 

class С25/30, was defined as maximum in the graph ’’moment – curvature’’ (see. Table.). 

Should be noted, that the calculated bearing strength without considering the 

descending branch  at the limit of extreme deformations stretched fibers, which are equal 

0,0025, has amounted to 89,613 kN∙cm ( ) and 100,988 kN∙cm 

( ),which is less than the above-mentioned results, by 4%. 
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Table  

The calculated bearing strength of models at different deformations  of steel 

fiber reinforced concrete, which correspond to the level of stresses . 

, % The maximum value of bending moment, kN∙cm 

    
0,7 90,358 91,731 93,305 

1,25 101,593 103,413 105,215 

 

Conclusions: For steel fiber reinforced concrete bending elements weren't found  

significant impact of the descending branch of material's deformation diagram at the 

stretching for bearing strength. 

Should additionally investigate the impact of descending branch of steel fiber 

reinforced concrete deformation at tension for bearing strength combined reinforced 

bending elements. 

 

 

ВЕHAVIOUR AND COMPUTATION OF EFFECTIVE SECTIONS OF COMPRESSED METAL-

WOODEN ELEMENTS 

 

Bodnarchuk T., Nikiforyak S., Koval O. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 64–71. Bibl. 4. 

 

One of the goals of modern science in the construction industry is to find 

effective cross sections metaloderev'yanyh elements. Cost depends on the cross section of 

material. The distribution of the material in the cross section of the structural element 

depends on the nature of power influences. During tensile load bearing capacity is 

determined by the cross-sectional area during bending - moment of resistance W, and for 

compression - cross-sectional area and flexibility. This dependence is greatly complicated 

by the simultaneous action of the compression and bend, making it difficult to determine 

the most profitable forms section. 

For structural elements operating in compression, the importance of theory 

formation in terms of the maximum carrying capacity for a given amount of material, 

which establishes the dependence of the radius and area of inertia section. 

When calculating metaloderev'yanyh designs using a constant dimensionless 

parameter passed in a ratio of elastic modulus of metal and wood n n = Eд / Eм = 105 / 2  

106 = 0,05. Reduced to the basic material structures - wood - the geometric characteristics 

of sections: 

given moment of inertia relative to the neutral axis: 

Jпр(min) = Jм + n Jд 

given moment resistance for symmetric section: 

Wпр = 2Jпр / h 

given section static moment 
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Sпр= Sд+ nSм 

shows the cross-sectional area: 

Апр=Ам+nАд 

But to use such an approach can only connect the hard metal and wood. 

Consider the case metaloderev'yanoyi supports composite section, where wood 

will only provide stability. The center section is a thin metal plate. To reduce its 

flexibility to attach her wooden bars-lining. Opyrannya occurs only area of the metal rod. 

Connections wooden linings of metal plate - compliant. 

Adjustment geometric dimensions overlap, you can metaloderev'yani rods 

according to design composite section of different flexibility. 

The experimental-theoretical studies Shengli F. and F. Enhessera was found that 

mid-section of the rod of the applied load metal samozmitsnyuyetsya. This phenomenon 

is characteristic of all metals with a clear section of fluidity. Therefore, the proposed 

design solution with increased stiffness with wooden linings can actually enable the steel 

plate in the plastic stage without buckling. 

From the charts we see that for reaching 1/3 of the strain limit line strain curves 

intersect. By the intersection of two graphs compressed deformation element is much 

smaller than strains trough and, after crossing the lines are almost parallel, deformation 

and compressive strength of 1.25 times more than during the bend. Since limited 

deformation limit values, the work in this area to assess horizontal displacement element 

can be compressed using the specifying formula with a coefficient of 1.25 in the 

numerator: 

 
In order to rationally pick-section wooden linings and determine the required 

number of fastening elements, analyze job lining. When fixing pads at the ends of the 

metal band it will be one half-wave sine curve. Thus, only one plate work and effort that 

it will be transmitted, can be shown in the form of concentrated power, which is in the 

middle of the height of the element. The magnitude of effort can be determined from the 

formula. Further, the known dependencies theory of strength of materials can be defined 

geometric characteristics section cover, considering it as a beam. So you can choose a 

cover section which is in accordance compressive force at which the metal in the front 

reaches threshold strength. 

If you increase the number of points secured, it will deform metal band sinusoid 

with a corresponding number of half-wave. Obviously, in this case work for two overlays, 

and every curve sinusoid account for part of the effort of squeezing effort. This suggests 

that an increase in the number of bindings section overlays will decrease. But then the 

moment of resistance linings be heading to zero, which contradicts the initial idea. Hence, 

the number of points bindings overlays did not significantly affect the stability of the 

compressed metal element. The number of connections should take constructive reasons 

of achieving interoperability metal rod and wooden linings. 
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For a more accurate assessment of the stability of the proposed sections 

metaloderev'yanyh elements necessary to conduct additional experimental and theoretical 

research. 

 

 

THE ENLARGED TOE INFLUENCE FOR THE BEARING CAPACITY OF 

DRILL-IMPACT REINFORCED CONCRETE MICROPILES 

 

О. Hnatiuk, Ph.D., A. Vysochenko, senior professor, 

М. Lapchuk, senior professor. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 71–76. Bibl. 6. 

 

Problem definition.  In recent years significantly increased the load on the 

foundation used areas with complex engineering-geological conditions, construction is in 

the urban environment. This has necessitated the development and use of new types of 

foundations and technologies of their placement. An effective design for placement of 

new and strengthening existing foundations are concrete micropiles manufactured in a 

bored way round rod cross-sectional diameter up to 250 mm with cast concrete 

consistency of the reinforcement frame. The authors and engineers PP BKF “Osnova” 

was suggested to hold such common micropiles with up to 2 diameters heel, which 

greatly increases their carrying capacity [2]. To study the impact of distribution were 

conducted full-scale tests of piles and analyzed their theoretical and experimental bearing 

capacity [3]. 

Analysis of the last researches and publications. The new effective 

construction of drill-impact micropiles from the reinforced concrete with enlarged toe  

developed on the department of build constructions Lviv national agrarian university and 

introduced in the real building. The experimental studies of them  bearing capacity is 

given [1; 2; 6]. . 

Statement of task Research of the enlarged toe influence to the real work of 

drill-impact reinforced concrete micropiles with enlarged toe and designing of the most 

efficient designs with high load capacity with a minimum expenditure of materials and 

simplification of their production technology in case of action of the vertical pressing is 

the task of researches.  

Presentation of basic material. To test the effect of vertical loading was made 

three experimental samples of drill-impact reinforced concrete micropiles (MР1, MP2 

and MP3) that have been  made on technology PP BKF “Osnova” [7]. 

The drill-impact micropiles MP1, MP2 was made without enlargement in the pre-

manufactured auger drilling borehole by diameter of 185mm. Concreting of piles was 

carried out by cast concrete after setting them individual rods Ø12 grade A400C 1/2 the 

length of the pile. MP3 drill-impact micropiles was made similar to other in the presence 

of enlargement by diameter 350mm.  
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As a result of testing of samples of concrete by a press in the laboratory of 

building construction of LNAU it is established that grade of concrete of micropiles - 

C12/15, the the module of elasticity E = 17,2 MPa. 

As a result of engineering-geological researches of soil of the basis of micropiles it was 

established that up to the depth of 0,3 m not constructive filled soil (γII = 16,0kN/m3), lies 

below - up to the depth of 1,2 m lies which condensed soil of the characteristic there 

correspond loam  tough (Ip = 0,076, IL = 0,415, e = 0,933, γII = 16,6kN/m3, φII = 17°, cII = 

15kPa, E = 8,5kPa), and under it to borders the reconnoitered depths - sandy loam  plastic 

(Ip = 0, 06, IL = 0,415, e = 0,7, γII = 18kN/m3, φII = 22,5 °, cII = 12kPa, E = 21kPa). 

The field tests of micropiles under the action of the vertical load were made with the 

purpose of experimental verification them bearing capacity and deformability of soil base 

at the level of enlarged toe by the method of the static pressing [4].   

The complete equipment for testing included: pumping station НСР-400, hydraulic jack 

for loading, sprung design to resist a reactive loads by jack on a metal beam and 2 anchor 

piles, benchmark systems and measuring equipment for displacements piles and anchors 

heads (fig.1).  

 
 

Fig 1. The general view of micropile field test experimental equipment. 

 

The tests of micropiles was made under the action of the monotonous way 

stepwise increasing vertical according to the method [4]. Jack pushing force was identify 

by the manometer data of pumping station. Before the tests necessarily calibrated jack on 

the hydraulic press, which took control of ocular believe. 
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The settlement of micropiles by two Aistov system deflectometer with value point  

0,01mm are measured, which located in two diametr opposite points of section micropile 

upper end. Drawing out of anchor piles was measured Maksimov system deflectometer 

with value point  0,01 mm. 

The criterion of subjunctive stabilization field tests of real piles accept the 

loading speed no exeed 0,1 mm at the time: last 60 min observation. Loading at a test 

come up  to the value, at which the general settling of micropile was made by not less 

than 40 mm.  

As a result of experimental studies were reported settlement of micropiles which 

are listed in the magazine and on the basis of tests which were built plots of 

sedimentation S (mm) of vertical load applied on micropiles P (kN) (fig. 2). 

According to test results micropiles bearing capacity of 105kN accounted for 

MP-1, 95kN for MP-2 and 190kn for MP-3. Comparison of deformations in case of 

various efforts shown in fig. 2. 

The calculation value of bearing capacity for the investigational  micropiles taken 

on after a method [5].  

In calculation for option with enlargement the area of contact of a side surface of 

the micropile with basis soil except for a site placed above enlargement of a micropile on 

height h=(dп-d)/2·tg(𝜑I/2) is taken into account. In the last formula dn - diameter of 

enlarged toe t, d - bore diameter piles, 𝜑I - the coefficient of internal friction of soil for 

the 1st group of limit states. The settlement of single micropiles under vertical loading 

determined according to addition 4 [5] by item 1.1 formula. 

The results of comparison of calculated and experimental values of the bearing 

capacity and posssible loading of micropiles tabulates. As a result of comparison a 

settlement of micropiles at various stages of loading, their values received by theoretical 

calculation exceed experimental settlement in 1,4...2,65 times for piles without enlarged 

toe and 1,38...2,97 times for piles with enlarged toe. 

Conclusions. The experimental and theoretical tests of enlarged toe influence for 

the bearing capacity of drill-impact reinforced concrete micropiles with enlarged toe for 

the effect of vertical loads shown that 

 the actual bearing capability of micropiles exceeds bearing capacity, 

calculated according to regulations, by 3,13 times for micropiles without 

enlarged toe and to 3,44 times for micropiles with enlarged toe; 

 the posssible loading of micropiles, by experiment, higher than the value 

derived from the theoretical calculation to 3,66 times for micropiles 

without enlarged toe and 4,01 times for micropiles with enlarged toe; 
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Fig. 2. The graphic chart comparing depending settlement of micropiles S(mm) of 

vertical load applied on micropiles P(kN). 

 

Tab. 

Comparison of calculated and experimental values of the bearing capacity and posssible 

loading of micropiles 

№
 p
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Bearing capacity Posssible loading 
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Without enlarged toe 

МP-1 31,86 105 3,3 22,75 87,5 3,85 

МP-2 31,86 95 2,98 22,75 79,16 3,48 

Average 31,86 100 3,13 22,75 83,33 3,66 

With enlarged toe 

МP-3 55,2 190 3,44 39,43 158,33 4,01 

 

 the settlement of micropiles at various stages of loading by theoretical 

calculation exceed experimental settlement in 1,4...2,65 times for piles 

without enlarged toe and 1,38...2,97 times for piles with enlarged toe; 
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 the bearing capability and posssible loading of drill-impact micropiles 

with enlarged toe in these soil conditions exceeds similar values of 

micropiles without enlarged toe to 1,9 times for the values received with 

experiment and in 1,73 for the values received by theoretical calculation; 

 the part of loading which is perceived by a enlarged toe for testing 

micropiles, constitutes 47% of the general bearing capacity according to 

experiment and 43% by calculation. 

Therefore, the presence of enlarged toe considerably raises the bearing capacity 

and and reduces settlement deformations of micropiles. Theoretical values of the bearing 

capacity of micropiles are much lower than similar experimental values, therefore the 

settlement mechanism needs enhancement, especially for calculation of influence of 

enlarged toe. 

 

 

RESEARCHES DEFORMATION CONCRETE AND REINFORCEMENT IN 

SHORT COLLAPSIBLE-MONOLITHIC REINFORCED-CONCRETE FLOOR 

SLABS WITH USE NON AUTOCLAVED FOAMED CONCRETE 

 

O. Lytvynyak, B. Demchyna, d.t.s., prof. 

Lviv polytechnic national university 

P. 76–83. Bibl. 9. 

 

Formulate a problem. Modern civil engineering of constructions and structures 

has described characteristics: reduction times building, decrease material capacity, 

ensuring ecological and energy-saving, increase technical and economic indices. In this 

plane, considerable attention can be directing for improvement such important 

constructional element of building, which reinforced-concrete floor slabs. In this time, 

there are using monolithic and collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs, 

which have definite disadvantages: necessity additional acoustic insulation and heat-

insulation, great material capacity both concrete and reinforcement, considerable weight, 

which demands to increase load-carrying capacity load-bearing constructions (columns, 

beams, walls, foundations), that all results to considerable prices of building [1]. The 

solution of those questions is possible in occasion to combination in floor slab 

constructions the materials with different qualities, which have rank advantages with 

traditional reinforced concrete floor slabs in comparison. This new constructions are 

collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs with use non autoclaved foamed 

concrete, in which connects reinforced concrete, steel reinforcement and non autoclaved 

foamed concrete. 

Analyze of last researches and publications. In scientific literature, the 

researches of integrated floor slabs with use non autoclaved foamed concrete are not 

enough. Plurality researches of non autoclaved foamed concrete, which are realized in 

Ukraine and abroad, are directed to investigations physics and mechanical qualities of 

non autoclaved foamed concrete and non autoclaved foamed concrete with dispersible 

reinforcement by polypropylene fibre [2], effect of coupling non autoclaved foamed 
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concrete with steel reinforcement [3], using foamed concrete in road building [4], in wall 

constructions [5,8], in floor slab constructions [6] and in region of cold climate [7], 

qualities of foamed concrete and his using in different countries [9]. Therefore we 

suppose that theme of researches collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs 

with use non autoclaved foamed concrete are actual. 

Aim stating. Experimental researches deformation concrete and reinforcement in 

time by bend test short collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs with use 

non autoclaved foamed concrete. 

Fundamental stuff reported. For solution problem stating, there are produced 

four under study models of short collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs 

with use non autoclaved foamed concrete grades SF-4.1, SF-4.2, SF-5.1 and SF-5.2, 

dimensions B x H x L = 500 х 200 x 2100 mm. The models contained two layers of 

concrete: lower layer –concrete class C25/30, height 40 mm, and top layer - non 

autoclaved foamed concrete, height 160 mm. The reinforcement of research slabs was 

executed so spatial reinforcing framework in shape trihedral prism with bar reinforcement 

class A400C. Low longitudinal reinforcing bars 3ø10 А400С of spatial reinforcing 

framework were joined by welding between themselves and with top longitudinal 

reinforcing bar ø12 А400С by transversal reinforcing bars ø8 А400С with creation 

triangular and orthogonal grates. Low part of reinforcing framework was concreted by 

concrete and top part of reinforcing framework was concreted by non autoclaved foamed 

concrete (image 1) [1]. 

 
 

Image 1. Short collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slab 

with use non autoclaved foamed concrete 

 

Non autoclaved foamed concrete are made of cement, sand, water and foam. The 

foamed concrete of grades SF-4.1, SF-4.2 contained polypropylene fibre [1]. 
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In dependence of mark’s non autoclaved foamed concrete, under study models of 

slabs are divided for two series: 

- series I – grade slabs SF-4.1 and SF-4.2 – foamed concrete projected mark 

D800 with polypropylene fibre (length fibre – 12 mm); 

- series II – grade slabs SF-5.1 and SF-5.2 – foamed concrete projected mark 

D1000 without polypropylene fibre. 

Under study models are tested according to standard methodology test to beam 

bending on two supports (hinged stationary and hinged movable). The load for under 

study models are added according to hydraulic jack by stage, value P, which is delayed 

out symmetrical through traverse in third part of span, value 0,5P (image 2) [1]. 

 
 

Image 2. The look of under study plant in the time of test to bend 

short collapsible-monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs 

with use non autoclaved foamed concrete 

 

In the time of experimental researches, we are conducted measurement 

deformations of concrete, foamed concrete and low longitudinal reinforcing bar in middle 

span with using microindicators, which are placed with base B=100 mm through height 

cross-section of under study models with step 4 sm (image 3,а), and also we are 

conducted measurement possible shear of layer non autoclaved foamed concrete 

relatively concrete (image 3,b) according to microindicators, which are placed slabs end 

in joint of two layer different concretes. 

а) 

 

b) 
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Image 3. The look of microindicators for measurement: 

а) deformation of concrete and non autoclaved foamed concrete through 

height cross-section and low longitudinal reinforcing bar in middle span; b) 

shear foamed concrete relatively concrete 

 

In the time of testing slabs, we are fixed next particularity of their work. First 

cracks are constructed in low side of slabs. Step of transversal cracks in low side of 

concrete in all under study models is corresponded to step of constructional transversal 

reinforcing, which joined low longitudinal reinforcing bars. First cracks by lateral side of 

slabs are constructed by increase loading. In further there are happened opening exist and 

appearance new cracks, and also increasing deflexion of models. According to indications 

of microindicators, which are placed slabs end of under study models, shear deformations 

in joint of two layer different concretes aren’t detected. The fracture of grade slabs SF-4.1 

is happened by compressed zone, so far as is placed destruction of weld in places welding 

two transversal reinforcing bars to top longitudinal reinforcing bar. But the fractures of 

grade slabs SF-4.2, SF-5.1, SF-5.2 are happened by tension reinforcement [1]. 

Accordance with results of experimental researches, according to indications of 

microindicators are drawn deformation’s diagrams of concrete, foamed concrete through 

height in middle span and also graphs longitudinal deformations of utmost low 

reinforcement in middle span (images 4, 5) [1]. 
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Image 4. Strain deformation’s diagrams of concrete, foamed concrete 
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and low longitudinal reinforcement through height in middle span: 

а) grade slab SF-4.1; b) grade slab SF-4.2; 

c) grade slab SF-5.1; d) grade slab SF-5.2 

 
Image 5. Graphs strain longitudinal deformations of utmost low 

reinforcement in middle span grade slabs SF-4.1…SF-5.2 

Annotation: in image 5 points А4.2…А5.2 are points, where happened yielding 

reinforcement. 

 

Implement analyze of shown graphs can do next conclusions [1]: 

- in under study slabs we are watched classical work by bend of slab leaning on 

two support, and exactly disposition compressed zone in above and tensioned zone in 

below; 

- during the experiment, neutral axis of cross-section in under study models is 

placed always in foamed concrete; 

- shear deformations in joint concrete and non autoclaved foamed concrete aren’t 

watched (confirming indications of microindicators, which are placed slabs end), that is 

to say the coupling two layers of under study models are sufficient according to adhesion 

and transversal reinforcement; 

- in under study models we are watched joint work of low longitudinal 

reinforcing bars with concrete during all researches. 

Conclusions. 1. The fractures of all under study models are happened by normal 

section, in other words in effective area of maximum bending moment. 

2. During the experiment, the joint non autoclaved foamed concrete and concrete 

isn’t lost, that are confirmed the indications of microindicators, which are placed slabs 

end in joint of two layer different concretes. 
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3. During the experiment, the concrete of under study models are placed in 

tensioned zone, but neutral axis is placed in foamed concrete. 

4. We propose to use bilinear compressed zone for calculation collapsible-

monolithic reinforced-concrete floor slabs with use non autoclaved foamed concrete, this 

is confirmed look of strain deformation’s diagrams in cross-section in middle span. 

 

 

CASES AND LEVELS LOW-CYCLE ALTERNATING LOADING IN 

CONSTRUCTION 

 

V. Karavan, Ph.D. 

National University of Water and Environment 

P. 83–88. Bibl. 4. 

 

Formulation of the problem. In engineering practice there are cases when it is 

necessary in the design alternating consider the impact on the work load of concrete 

structures. In accordance with the classification alternating load divided into mono-cycle, 

low-cycle and lots of cycle (1×106 cycles). 

Low-cycle alternating loads occur for various levels of buildings and engineering 

structures in structural elements silos, bunkers, underground tanks, overpasses and 

buildings in emergency situations, a continuous multispan beams monolithic concrete 

floors and more. Case mono-cycle long alternating load may be available for the 

reconstruction of buildings, where they design and modify elements of the scheme due to 

changes in the building constructive scheme as a whole. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Study of concrete and concrete 

elements for the actions of alternating loads devoted their work Makarenko L.P., 

Barashikov A.J., Babich E.M., Masuk G.H., Pohorelyak A.P., Borysiuk A.P., 

Wojciechowski A.V., Gergel A.V., Kokaryev A.M., Hryhorchuk A.B., Nemirovsky V.J., 

Fenko G.A.,  Karavan V.V., Rubel N.V. and other. 

Objectives of the study – to identify the impact of alternating the load on the 

different level of physical, mechanical and deformation characteristics of heavy concrete. 

Setting objectives. As noted above, the impact of alternating the load may 

experience construction of engineering structures and industrial and civil buildings, it 

may be within the operating level or exceed it, be taken into account in the design of 

buildings or occur unexpectedly at their reconstruction or occurrence of emergency or a 

state of emergency and more. And the most important parameters for calculating the level 

designs are alternating load (η) and the asymmetry of its cycle. 

Presenting main material. In the design of reinforced concrete skeletons of 

buildings should take into account the possible emergence of cases of low-cycle 

alternating load in their structural elements. This is most likely in the case of buried 

buildings with the possibility of traveling to the overlap of heavy vehicles, fire, 

construction equipment and other vehicles. 

For example, consider a project to build underground parking with the possibility 

of a fire exit on the floor of the car. 
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Curb weight of the car fire is 35 t mal area of 20 m2, which forms  17,5 kN/m2. 

Averaged weight coating and flooring design considering soil backfill, insulation and 

paving construction is 12 kN/m2. Net weight construction frame – 4,8 kN/m2. Therefore, 

permanent load up 16,8 kN/m2, variable – 17,5 kN/m2. 

When calculating the transverse frames parking examined two combinations: one 

– stage operation, the second – the emergency. Under operating characteristic into 

account the gravity load structures and payload on the floor. In the emergency phase 

additionally take into account the fire load of the weight of the vehicle. 

In determining the stage of operation bending moment in the third frame element 

(bolt) was 110 kNm. The effect of the emergency combinations bending moment in the 

same element changed its character, and its value was 57 kNm. So asymmetry cycle 

alternating effort was ρ = 0,52 for practically equal values of fixed and variable loads on 

the frame. 

In the design of reinforced concrete rectangular monolithic underground tank 

washing water PJSC "Rivneazot" with capacity of      10,000 m3 and in terms of size 48 × 

48 m there is a need to establish levels of low-cycle alternating load, resulting in a wall 

thickness of 200 mm and a height of 4,8 m. 

Because according to structural requirements reinforced tank height over 4 m 

should arrange buttresses, then taking them step 6 m (within 0,5N ≤ p ≤ 2H) was 

calculated as the wall plate contour in two cases: a test – available fluid pressure on the 

wall, but no pressure soil; repair – ground pressure acting on the missing fluid pressure in 

the reservoir. 

For the test case exposed wall tank of load levels: tank filled to 1 / 4H – η = 0,13; 

1 / 2H – η = 0,26; 3 / 4H – η = 0,38; tank completely filled –  η = 0,51. For the case of 

repair efforts wall changes its sign and level load is  η = 0,32. 

In case the operating pressure of the soil and the fluid reservoir balance each 

other depending on the level of the liquid. By filling the tank to 1 / 4H effort from the 

pressure of the soil in the wall is dominated respective efforts of fluid pressure, level load 

is η = 0,19. When filling the tank 3 / 4H and more effort from the fluid pressure in the 

wall already will prevail respective efforts to pressure the soil. 

Impact of low-cycle alternating load also exposed wall jars silage towers for their 

alternate loading and unloading loose, resulting in a horizontal direction in accordance 

ring having stretch and compressive stress. For example, by designing the shell silo for 

storage of cement JSC "Volyn-cement" with six cans diameter of 12 m and a height of 30 

m alternating load level set in the wall, which were: full load banks for loose –  η = 0,66; 

for completing 3 / 4H banks – η = 0,55; 1/2 per download volume of banks –   η = 0,4; 

1/4 for filling jars – η = 0,23. 

Conclusions. The appearance of alternating of low-cycle effort possible not only 

structural elements of engineering structures for which they are designed, but also rigid 

frame designs buildings for design are not always provided they occur. Decisive impact 

on the stress-strain state with the number and size have flown rigid structures, the ratio of 

constant and variable load (long and short component). 
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STRENGTH AND DEFORMABILITY STEEL CONCRETE 

STATICALLY INDETERMINATE COMBINED TRUSSING CONSTRUCTIONS 

 

Y. Vybranets, Y. Ivanyk  

Lviv Polytechnic National University 

P. 88–99. Bibl. 5. 

 

Formulation of the problem. One solution to weight reduction is the use of 

reinforced concrete overlapping stalezalizobetonnyh rigid structures which include a 

combination in the reinforced concrete slabs and metal elements combined. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Analysis of structural forms 

shows that one of the promising areas is the use of composite structures as spatial trussing 

systems , combined in a joint operation with a reinforced concrete slab (picture 1). 

 
Picture. 1. Model composite steel and concrete structures combined spatial trussing 

constructions 

  

The specimens differed among themselves form slabs 1 - cooker was covered by 

regular shield formwork 2 - as formwork used steel profiled decking, which is arranged 

ribs across metal constructions 3 - as formwork used steel profiled decking, which is 

arranged ribs along the metal structures. . 

During the experiment found that the experimental specimens reaching stresses in 

the stretched reinforcement yield stress load further construction growth accompanied by 

significant deformation of reinforcement and concrete, increasing deflections and cracks 

opening in the middle of the plate. 

Comparison of experimental and calculated values of limiting stresses performed 

by  ДБН 2.6-98:2009, ДБН 2.6-160:2010 та ДБН 2.6-163:2010, showed good 

reproducibility for natural designs. Deviations from theoretical experimental values 

amounted to 12.2 ...- 1.1%. 

According to experimental results slightest tension in the metal suspension 

elements arose in the third prototype . This is due to greater rigidity of the upper zone by 

rib plate directly above a metal beam. 
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Major tensions have arisen in the first sample. In percentage terms at different 

stages of the load difference between the first and third test specimens was 7 ... 11 %. 

Tension metal elements in the second sample are at average levels between the 

first and third. Values vary, depending on load stages , 3 ... 8 %. Also in the second 

sample width opening of cracks at maximum load is less than the limit that allows it to 

operate with such a load. 

Conclusion. The results of experimental and theoretical studies found: 

1. spatial structures composite steel and concrete structures combined work 

carried out in trohosnoho stress state; 

2. The calculation of the combined design as composite steel and concrete 

structures taking into account the spatial work that provided the combined primary and 

secondary composite steel and concrete structures beams shows that the carrying capacity 

of the reserve compared with the expectation in two axis stress state is 16%; 

3. less stress sections composite steel and concrete structures structures compared 

to metal makes it possible to reduce the size of rolled beam stiffness by 25%. 
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODS  OF  OPTIMIZATION  OF  TECHNICAL  AND  ECONOMIC 

PARAMETERS  OF  CONSTRUCTIONS  OF  BUILDINGS  AND 

STRUCTURES 

 
 

ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF THE STUDY OF PROFILES OF VARIABLE 

HEIGHT WIND PRESSURE ON BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES 

 

S. Lopatka, c.t.s. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 100–105. Bibl. 5. 

 

For most high-rise buildings and structures wind load is decisive in their 

calculations and operation. Because for a long time determine the distribution of the high-

speed pressures with height was spragens enormous challenges, they have made strides to 

establish design velocity head at a given height using the surface wind speed that is 

assumed known. 

In the studies, the profiles of wind perenials from many observations at the earth's 

surface and altitudes, take into account the stratification of the atmosphere. It was found 

that the average wind speed to a height of 300 m are approximated by stepped the law 

more accurately than logarithmic. In strong winds at a height of 200-300m and stable 

stratification of the atmosphere, the speed profiles much more accurately describes the 

speed law than logarithmic. With this in mind, in building codes adopted power law 

changes the high-speed head with altitude.  

The practice of design and construction of high-rise (20-30 stories) in major cities 

of Ukraine did clarify the issue of the changing profile of wind pressure with height. 

Typically, these buildings are constructed on the outskirts of cities in low security, 

whereas with the development of new high-rise neighborhoods, the protection is growing. 

The decrease in wind speed is 40-50%. 

Global construction practice of high structures may operate a limited number of 

cities that have coefficients of profiles of wind speeds. Among these cities : Petersburg 

(0,41), new York (0,39), Copenhagen (0,38), Moscow (0,37), Kiev(0,35), Tokyo (0,34, 

0,28, of 0.18, 0.29 to in different areas), Montreal(0,28), Caspian sea (0,1) San Luis 

(0,23, 0,28), Farnborough (0,28), Brookhaven (0,32, 0,35, 0,29, 0,26), Orkney (0,2), 

Clovis(0,2), Savann river (0,17), London-Canada (0,20), A. Honshu (0,19), Lopk (0,18), 

LLD (0,19), Saffold (0,16), Ann Arbor (0,14), Dallas (0,13).  

I'll add to this list the city of Lviv, Ukraine (0,35, 0,40).  
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The difference in setting of the coefficient is that for all the above items, in addition to 

Lviv, profiles of wind pressure vimaranes on existing high-rise buildings. Limitations in 

this case was their height. In particular, the Eiffel tower (Paris) - 300m, Leningrad – 147 

m; New York- 375 m, Copenhagen – 72 m; London (UK) - 180 m; London (Canada) - 

41m; Kiev - 177 meters; Tokyo – 60 m and 246 m; Montreal -295 m; Saint Louis 136 m. 

About the frequency of installation of anemometers or other sensors of wind pressure on 

the height of buildings in the literature is not mentioned. Also not indicated what needed 

to be done to establish design wind pressure profile for a construction, which is only 

designed, and easy access to the height no. 

Unlike the previous list, in Lviv made measurements up to heights of 15 to 29 km with a 

resolution of 6 meters vertically with the use of the remote method that does not require 

any nearby tall buildings or structures.  

There are at least two ways of controlling wind flows at the height of the building 

- the installation of multiple sensors at certain intervals and in different places of the 

building and study of parameters of air in the atmosphere, agitated by the presence of 

building structures by the method of pilot-balloons or radiosondes. Obvious limitations of 

the installation of anemometers at the height of the building: first of all, you need to keep 

in the region of the high-rise design and access, and not always easy to eliminate the 

influence of this design on the wind flow.  

From 8 upper-air stations, which produce balloons with radiosondes in the 

atmosphere of the Ukraine, one is located in Lviv, though is observing only for standard 

heights, which is near the earth's surface remote among themselves for hundreds of 

meters.  

To measure the vertical profiles of wind pressure developed hardware-software 

complex for connection to upper-air radar. It consists of hardware for data transmission 

for radar recording equipment and software packages for automatic calculations of all 

parameters. It has parallel connection to the equipment of the radar by galvanic isolation, 

which allowed for testing and refinement at the same time during several tens of planned 

releases aerological probes during the last 2 years, on the basis of which the conclusions 

about wind pressure on different types of buildings m the city. 

For the first time in construction practice in Ukraine and worldwide studies of 

wind effects on high-rise buildings, and atmospheric transport of contaminants, in 

particular the construction industry, it is proposed to perform remote method with 

integrated high-end analog and digital machines are not adapted for this purpose 

equipment for upper-air observations services. The obtained results can be used in the 

verification of the provisions of the state building codes relative to the profiles of wind 

pressure for high-rise buildings in urban areas, the creation of recommendations for new 

construction Standards of Ukraine, assessment of transboundary transfers of pollutants in 

the free atmosphere and to optimize the operation and construction of high-rise building 

construction in the region. 

 

 

THE USE OF ENERGY SAVING TECHNOLOGIES IN MODERN BUILDING 
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T. Reichenbach,d. in public administration, S. Bezruka, master 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 105–108. Bibl. 7. 

 

  

Formulation of the problem. The problem of energy efficiency in modern 

construction is one of the most acute today. Using energy-saving technologies in building 

leads to the independence of the economy on imported energy. 

Presenting main material. The development of Ukraine's economy largely 

depends on solving the problem of energy supply. Today the world is trying to solve the 

energy problem according to the new approaches, which are based on improvement of  

the technological process  in terms of energy intensity of production, the development of 

energy efficiency, expanding energy production from renewable sources. 

The most difficult in terms of energy efficiency is the situation of affairs in the 

residential complex where thermal and worn out water supply stations operate with low 

efficiency and carry supplies through the same worn-out networks. As a result, the energy 

losses reach 45 to 50%. 

Rising energy prices encourage using them economically. The feasibility of this 

approach show European countries. The buildings are designed just to provide their 

service more cheaply without loss of comfort for life. A great attention is paid to the 

thermal facilities of the object, which is built and reconstructed. In building practice 

various systems of external insulation and facades are actively introduced, using the 

principle of multi-layer structures, where one part performs the function of carrier, the 

second - thermal protection facility. 

Modern energy-saving sandwich panels. One of the achievements of world’s  

construction industry  is the sandwich panels. They are easy to install, warmsaving , 

reliable and with different kinds of decoration façade. 

Technology "Thermohouse". In Ukraine, the technology "Thermohouse" every 

year becomes more and more popular. It impresses with its simplicity, efficiency, and , 

what is the most important, results. Thermohouse - a house, which walls are built of 

lightweight polystyrene blocks. These blocks are called fuser and, in fact,  are a 

permanent form. 

Energy-saving wall blocks. Blocks are bearing and self-supporting building 

material and can be used for construction as load-bearing walls (in buildings with altitude 

up to three floors) and interior partitions. 

Ceramic Thermoblocks. Warm ceramics - the most popular in Europe modern 

wall material. Today porous ceramic Thermoblocks are very popular among Ukrainian 

builders and customers. High strength characteristics allow them to use them in building 

construction. 

Concrete blocks - the most appropriate replacement bricks; are used for load-

bearing masonry walls, partitions construction of individual residential units, modern 

monolith-frame multi-storey buildings, commercial buildings multidisciplinary, 

reconstruction of old buildings, construction of agricultural facilities and garden houses, 

garages and more. 
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Energy-saving screed with polystyrene. Polystyrene - a concrete, lightweight 

aggregate which is foamed polystyrene. Its advantages include the possibility of widely 

varying density, resulting polystyrene can be both structural and insulation material. 

Thermal insulation for building facades. Thermal Facade Block - it is almost 

ready facade of clinker plate 240 × 71 × 15 mm, and a special stand firm foundation 

thermal insulation polystyrene - mark 40 (thickness of 60 or 100 mm). 

So, now in Ukraine produces quite a number of energy-saving insulation 

materials of various kinds. The most common among them are sandwich panels, various 

wall blocks, energy saving seals and front panel. Further development acquired 

technology of "passive house". The introduction of new energy efficient materials and 

technologies reduce coolant consumption and therefore the energy dependence of 

Ukraine on Russia. 

  

 

THE METHODS OF IMPROVING OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND 

TECHNOLOGICAL RELIABILITY OF DEVELOPMENT AND 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHEDULES 

 

A. Martysh, с.t.s. 

P. 109–114. Bibl. 6. 

 

Introduction and problem statement. Planning is always agreement of the 

objective contradictions between present perception of the construction process and its 

future realization. It is obvious that even  with the most effective planning  the plan will 

never reflect exactly the reality, therefore it is necessary to determine and take into 

consideration  the reliability achievement level of planned indices. Since the 60s of the 

last century the science  “Organizational and technological reliability” has been formed in 

construction, the basis of which is the probability approach in planning. Further these 

approaches have been supplemented with  research in the field of management influence 

on the reliability level of planned indices. 

So, the purpose of this research is to evaluate the level of managerial realization 

of a work appreciating the probability character of its fulfillment. Taking this into 

consideration the approach to planning control over the real process of works is suggested 

in the article.  By this approach the achievement of the final results with the given 

reliability level is provided. 

Investigation results. Management is possible when there is different level of 

resource consumption, and therefore there is possibility of its redistribution among the 

calendar plan works. 

The research carried out showed that the intensity of fulfilling works is more 

informative parameter than the traditional time of work fulfillment, which is the 

derivative from the volume and intensity. Using the parameter of intensity as the priority 

one in planning we can see the reserves for work fulfillment lacking in the simple time 

evaluations. 
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A further task is to solve the problem of flows coordination in the schedule 

considering the probabilistic nature of the work time. The challenge is to develop a 

methodology to obtain the final time distribution of a certain amount of work perform, 

considering the complex organizational and technological processes relationship. 

The thesis is devoted to solving scientific problems of improving the reliability of 

construction schedules through improved planning methods and choice of rational 

management modes. The aim is establishing the impact of organizational and 

technological solutions at the stage of planning and management process to achieve 

reliable end result. 

We consider the scheduling of construction by considering probabilistic nature of 

the influencing factors, as well as organizational and technological and management 

processes that affect the reliability of schedules. 

Proceeding from the above said, the possibility to influence the final result is 

different on different stages of project realization. The managerial decisions are quite 

effective on the starting stage as their choice is realized from the great number of 

alternative variants. In addition, the subject of management has plenty of time and 

resources at his disposal that were intended for the project realization, thus the works can 

be done with maximal intensity providing positive reserve  for the future. Therefore there 

is  the greatest possibility to influence the work fulfillment result on the starting stage. 

The situation is quite different on the final stage. The great deal of investments have 

already been used and possibility to influence the final result practically comes to 

minimum. 

Conclusion. The given dependencies allow to quantify the dynamics of growth of 

uncertainty in terms of work schedule. That allows you to monitor the reliability during 

the process of plan realization. Techniques developed in the paper provides reliability to 

achieve the end result is higher than the original. 

The given research touched the estimation of managerial realization level of a 

work appreciating the probability character of its fulfillment. Taking this into account the 

approach to control planning over the real work process  at which the final result 

achievement is provided has been proposed. Further it is necessary to develop the 

technique for calculating the objective flow with the mutual coordination of some works 

according to the time and appreciating the probability processes providing reliability of 

the final results.  

 

 

TECHNOLOGY TO BUILD THE PREFABRICATED MONOLITHIC 

FERROCONCRETE DOMES OF HANG UP METHOD WITHOUT SCAFFOLDS 

 

Hnidets B., Hnidets R. 

P. 115–121. Bibl. 6. 

 

Over the past decade, interest in the use of dome structures in Ukraine significantly 

increased, especially after the revival of temple building. Due to the fact that in the modern 

construction of temples is not always possible to use past experience more than 50 years ago, 
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when applied mostly brick or metal construction domes and vaults, for relatively small runs, 

the need to develop new design solutions. In addition, the experience of the construction of 

monolithic domes and vaults in public buildings, which used gentle constructive form, has 

shown that it can be effective for arches and domes with spherical or elongated shape up in 

the modern hramobuduvanni. It should also take into account the fact that the domes and 

vaults in church construction projects should build on the considerable height, which in 

modern churches sometimes reaches several tens of meters, and construction work is not 

carried out mostly by specialized building organizations [1,2]. 

Іn the practice of using various methods of building construction banevyh designs. 

Traditional construction in solid scaffold can be applied to monolithic concrete and stone 

domes with small diameters (6.9 m), built at low altitude. Prefabricated reinforced concrete 

domes for monolithic small diameter and by the possible lifting of a finished design 

banevoyi coated and lantern completed cross. Prefabricated reinforced concrete domes 

monolithic at height using high scaffolding, especially when it is economic way, often leads 

to significant errors, over-materials and funds lengthening construction time, lower quality, 

reliability and durability of structures in general. During the construction of the dome 

diameters larger than 12 meters at high altitude also used other methods using prefabricated 

elements of reinforced concrete and metal. In precast concrete domes are used as part of their 

formation rebrovani plate and fold trapezoidal shape. After mon¬tazhu seams between plates 

zamonolichuyutsya with outputs connect fittings or welding embedded parts. Prefabricated 

concrete domes with rebrovanyh plates used in public buildings back in 1960 in the city. 

Kiev (diameter 42,3 m) [1], and from the folds - in Ivano-Frankivsk and Khmelnitsky in 

1987 with a diameter of 42,4 m [1, 3]. 

In the sacred buildings of the last decade prefabricated concrete domes have not 

found practical application. This is because previous experience of similar constructions in 

public buildings can be effectively used in sacred buildings for many reasons, but the main 

requirements are: personality shapes and basic dimensions had recurrence of prefabricated 

elements, the need for installation without scaffolding, increased demands thermal and 

acoustic insulation and acoustics; banevyh reliability and durability of structures in general. 

With these requirements in the National University "Lviv Polytechnic" developed concrete 

prefabricated monopitni design dome diameter of 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 m, prefabricated 

elements are assembled without scaffolding [1, 2]. Such designs are implemented on 

construction of dome Greek Catholic Church in the city. New Section, Lviv region. (arch. A. 

Vendzylovych) [2]. The project applied the church central dome with a diameter of 15,0 m, a 

height of 11,5 m, constructed at a height of 32,5 m. 

The project of the church adopted a three-layer structure monopitna prefabricated 

dome with a diameter of 15.0 m, which is made of reinforced concrete eight sizes, 

rebrovanyh, trapezoidal plates. Plates during installation going in terms of rings (for 12-24 

pcs.) And connected to each other in zamonolichuvanya nodes screwed. The first ring is 

collected from rebrovanyh plates RP-1 connecting mounting bolts to the lower ring of 

monolithic dome NK-1. After connecting rebrovanyh plates RP-1 together with bolt plate 

plates set rebrovani RP-2 of the second ring and connecting them at nodes to rebrovanyh RP-

1 first ring and each other. This rib plates RP-1 and the lower half slab of ribs RP-2 with 

shelves forming cavity 1, the installation of stoves third ring AC-3 filled with loose 
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insulation. Heater to fill the cavity 1 is filled through the holes 2 provided in secondary 

transverse ribs plates. After assembling three or four rings do zamonolichuvannya 

reinforcement and vertical joints between the ribs 3 300 mm wide slabs on one third of the 

total height of the dome. Completed the construction of the dome after installing all rings 

zamonolichuvannyam top of the vertical joints and outer rings VC-1, and precast-monolithic 

reinforced concrete structure becomes a three-layer rebrovanyy dome. 

These structural and technological solution adopted in the construction of 

prefabricated monolithic dome was provided and mount it without using scaffolding 

prefabricated concrete slabs bezrebrovyh double curvature and rigid reinforcement cages 

for reinforced concrete monolithic and meridian ring ribs and belts. Hard meridian 

reinforcing frames and ring edges during the construction of the dome should take the 

load of its own weight, the weight of precast concrete panels and wind and transmit them 

to the top of the column pidbannyka. Zamonolichuvannya meridian and circular ribs and 

belts performed after mounting plates. Installation of prefabricated panels of the dome 

started after complete installation of structures rigid reinforcement cages and meridian 

ring and outer ring edges and joining them in knots by welding. 

After installing prefabricated panels of the first and second tiers of panels and 

installation fittings bath in the lower ring design position zamonolichuvannya conducted 

them to the height of the first annular rib KR-1. 

Opalublennya ribs on the outside enforced with wooden side panels, upper and 

lower panels kruzhalnyh kruzhalnyh boards. 

Opalublennya all edges of the inside of the dome was carried out with sheet metal 

thickness 4,5 mm, curved according to the curvature, which attracted bolts through the holes 

to the reinforcement frames edges tightly to the surface of prefabricated panels. 

For concrete ribs and belts used concrete class B-25 on aggregates size not 

exceeding 25 mm. Concreting ribs and plates zamonolichuvannya conducted gradually in 

height greater than the height of one plate to the top of the annular rib. It had to comply with 

strict symmetrical load reinforcement cages and concrete vkladuvaty consistently placed 

symmetrically in two sectors in four opposite directions. 

Concreting meridian ribs conducted from investing in concrete to a height greater 

than the height between the edges of the ring seal concrete vibrator deep through the hole 

neprybytyh boards. Concreting ring ribs conducted with arranging at smoothing top of the 

rickety directed edges to the meridian of drainage tubes set for concreting. Concreting of the 

second tier on the second ring plates rozpochynalos opalublennya after installation and 

assembling of the third tier slabs not rather than five - seven days. 

During concreting the upper ring of the dome were established additionally 

embedded parts to attach metal struts of the upper frame superstructure. 

Using experience designing zbirnomonolitnoho dome with a diameter of 15,0 m, 

which was used to build a church in the city. A new section has been designed dome 

diameter of 7,0 m for the church in the village. Zabir'ya Zhovkva district, Lviv region, whose 

construction started in 2014 [4, 5]. 

Conclusions. Studies conducted during the development of constructive and 

technological solutions precast-monolithic domes for a church building and their 
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implementation in the design and construction, found a number of advantages over 

monolithic concrete or other structures, namely: 

- The possible construction of the dome is not specialized construction companies and firms; 

- Installation of prefabricated concrete elements - bezrebrovanyh plates without scaffolding; 

- Improving the quality, reliability and durability of structures domes and reduce exposure to 

qualified contractors; 

- Solving thermal and acoustic insulation with modern materials and the possibility of their 

replacement during long-term use; 

- Improving corrosion resistance design domes, and therefore their reliability and durability. 
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CHAPTER 4  

THEORY  OF  ARCHITECTURE,  TOWN  PLANNING  AND  

PLANNING  OF  RURAL  SETTLEMENTS 
 

 

THE CONDITION OF TOWN PLANNING SCIENCE RESEARCH IN 

QUASTIONS OF SPACE ORQANIZATION URBAN VILLAQE 

 

Ya. Famuliak, c. t. s. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

P. 122–126. Bibl. 5. 

 

Town Planning science of the twentieth century in terms of the spatial 

organization of society has proposed a set of concepts, theories and ideas. Of particular 

interest are those that have emerged and developed in such Ukraine for today's social, 

economic and political conditions. Relevance is the problem of implementing effective 

urban policy in the regions, in particular the problem of urban development of townships 

belonging to urban areas and is currently unexplored subject [2]. Urban villages as a 

structural element of the settlement today experiencing the greatest crisis in socio-

economic development. They found themselves at a crossroads between town and 

country. Their role is determined by a set located in the administrative and commercial, 

resort and recreational, transport and trade, municipal and industrial facilities [3].Most of 

these settlements were formed on historic trade routes. In addition, the long process of 

historical settlements they developed market relations in the sphere of inherent forms and 

mechanisms of urban development [4]. New relationships require revision architectural 

and planning parameters of the organization townships [5]. 

Town Planning activities include research, design and management of the 

implementation of measures that determine the formation and development of functional 

and architectural and planning structure of settlements and regions according to 

demographic, social, economic demands and natural environmental conditions; 

development of engineering and transport infrastructure; preservation and enrichment of 

the environment.Methods of study and design of urban systems in the administrative-

command system is often reflected respond to national economic plans, based on a 

simplified calculation of key performance areas and socio-productive sphere, comparing 

them with normative data, and if necessary - expansion of the relevant recommendations 

and amendments [1 ]. 

As the industry of architectural urban development aimed at creating urban 

ensembles that combine buildings with natural surroundings. The scale and nature of 

objects defining features of architectural creativity in urban planning that is based on the 

principles of historical continuity that reflects the objective conditions for continuous 
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development of settlements. The means of solving urban problems is the rational 

planning organization of the territory and coordinated relative residential areas, industrial 

complexes, recreational areas, community centers and so on. 

The main component of urban development is urban planning. However, the state 

of development of planning documentation, including master plans for cities, towns and 

villages, as well as spatial planning regions and areas of the region, should be recognized 

as unsatisfactory. 

Urban village - the most common element of the urban system of Ukraine, where 

in 1500 nearly 1,000 cities and towns up urban villages, which according to the accepted 

classification, belong to the urban areas of the state; feel special urgency of the crisis in 

the new socio-economic conditions; have large resource potential, which is now 

ineffective use; in fact lost its historical role in socio-economic, cultural and spatial 

structure of the region, and unexplored [5]. 

Based on systematic and structural analysis of the object need to search for 

patterns of settlements and describe its functional subsystems, covering the structure, 

resources and processes. Each performance is characterized by different hierarchical 

levels - absolute, group, complex and integral. Each characteristic has a name, type, type, 

value, unit of measurement. 

Town Planning science is now in search of its own paradigm of spatial 

organization of society. Still in urban planning chief for the development of the territory 

considered approach which boiled down to the following: the development and 

exploitation of natural resources that defined feasibility study (FS) and economic 

efficiency. [1] 

The legal basis of urban development is the Constitution of Ukraine, Laws and 

Codes of Ukraine, Decrees of the President of Ukraine, the Cabinet of Ministers, the 

decision of local councils of people's deputies, as well as information and regulations 

(DBN) and recommendations. It would seem that urban activities should be organized at 

the highest legal level, but some imperfect laws nesynhronizovanist adoption of urban, 

land and other laws, many other issues unresolved reduces its effectiveness. Today in 

defining development strategies consider crucial economic and administrative 

mechanisms. They saved the relevance and applicability to solving problems of urban 

development general scientific and special methods [1]. 

Conclusions. Mistobudivelni processes underway will identify new types of 

material and spatial environment of settlements, which counted all possible forms of 

management. Solving problems in city planning is to rational planning of development, 

limiting the growth of very large cities, the correct choice of the territory and its division 

into zones (residential, industrial and warehouse, external transport, etc.). We must take 

into account the distances to the workplace, accommodation, travel routes, all kinds of 

landscaping for residential areas, network of health, consumer, sports and wellness 

services. 

Within the urban development of science requires: development of methodology 

for analysis and synthesis of different types of urban sites (regions, cities, towns, villages 

and their structural elements), creating theoretical bases of modern urban planning, urban 

policy justification for public information support of urban development. 
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Research results should contribute to ensuring the management processes of 

development of settlements and territories planning construction, reconstruction and 

operation of settlements and regions according to the needs of the population and 

production. 

 

 

FEATURES OF FORMATION AND USE OF NATURAL FORM  

AND STRUCTURE IN THE DESIGN OF ARCHITECTURAL ENVIRONMENT 

OUTSIDE SETTLEMENTS  

 

N. Savchak, Ph.D. 

Lviv National Agrarian University 

R. Savchak, 

National University "Lviv Polytechnic" 

P. 126–130. Bibl. 5. 

 

 

Formulation of the problem. Under conditions of planetary space continuum, 

worldview organization  and knowledge of  laws formation of the environment, opening 

the new natural areas of knowledge  occupies a special place biodesign of natural-

landscape-architectural-urban environment. 

Integration objects of  biomorfical, bioclimatic, lendform, landscape, "earthen" 

and organic architecture,  blob-architecture, energy efficient buildings, biourbanistics in 

natural-architectural space promotes formation of balanced architectural-spatial 

environment".  

Presenting main material. During the construction of houses of organic 

architect Javier Senosiain uses ferro-concrete - fine-grained concrete reinforcing mesh 

with thin steel wires. Here he spends association with the formation of shells, created and 

strengthened by the mollusk due to its ability to remove limestone from water and set 

aside in the form of small particles at the edges and inside the shell. In addition, ferro-

concrete  has the necessary flexibility, which makes it possible to form any design 

configurations. This material is very strong and suited to the manufacture of thin-walled 

elements (up to 5cm) from it stronger concrete and provides good insulation for the 

different climatic conditions and can withstand earthquakes. The famous "House -

Nautilus" mollusk resembles not only outside but also inside, thanks to the spiral inner 

space. House "Snake" (Quetza lcoatl Nest)  designed as a long pipe that goes around 

smoothly inequalities landscape. The building is designed as a strange hybrid full range 

perfectly fits into the terrain.  

Psychologists have long noted that in homes with round walls people feel more 

comfortable than the traditional rectangular areas. Architect Tom Chadli realized 

psychologically bionic approach to building - "field of the free spirit". Free Spirit Spheres 

- a great option to completely change your lifestyle, away from the hustle and filled with 

inspiration from the suburban nature. This is where a person is capable of new creative 

feats. 
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An interesting approach characterizes The house of mother's skirts by architect 

Henry Gaude. This building contains a cafe, which is located in suburban areas outside 

settlements and in fact is placed inside the skirt. The idea of building inspired by the 

advertising and cinematographic characters. 

Conclusions. In biomorfical architecture, outside settlements, we can select some 

influence and trends: 

1) Preservation of national traditions using local flora, fauna, landscape or 

historic attributes and their impact on the shape of the building; 

2) Permanent imitation of natural forms (often with increasing scale) for the 

purpose of advertising or enhance the attractiveness of the object; 

3) Use the form of tactical shells (eggs) within the concept of the building as a 

refuge and a place for solitude. 

 

 

THE STYLISTIC STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF  

LVIV BUILDINGS in the XVI – XX centuries 

 

O.Silnuc, G.Kozac 

P. 130–135. Bibl. 14. 

 

The statement of the problem. The classical tradition in the architecture of Lviv 

has evolved over the centuries (from the end of XVIth to the beginning of XXth). It 

considerably influenced the formation of the architectural silhouette of city.  

Nowadays  the processes of reconstruction and restoration of buildings of the 

period 1772 – 1918 activated in Lviv. And a detailed study, an analysis and a 

systematization of the architecture of this period are very important. This knowledge and 

information help professional restore the building.   

The statement of the task. Our task is the explanation the process of  a formation 

of the architecture of Lviv. 

The presentation of the basic material. The architectural environment of Lviv is 

the result of the work of many generations and cultures. Each period in the history has 

influenced the building of the city. These buildings are (a) valuable legacy and a source 

for training architects. Lviv architecture is divided into the following stages: Galicia-

Volyn school of ancient architecture (XIIIth – mid XIVth century), Gothic (the end of 

XIVth – 60-ies of the XVIth century), Renaissance (the second half of XVIth – 1630 – 

1640 years of the XVIIth century), Baroque (beginning of XVIIth – the second half of the 

XVIIIth century).The parallel development and synthesis of different forms of historic 

styles explain the lack of chronological limits. There these styles appeared later than in 

Western Europe.  

In the first stage the brick temples were built at the same time as buildings of 

white stone, which were typical for Galician School . Romano-Gothic influence is 

noticeable in the architecture of these objectes. 

The art of the Renaissance was widespread in Lviv. The first Renaissance master 

was Peter. He was the Italian from Lugano. He has built the Church of assumption in 
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1555 – 1559. Paul Roman, Peter Barbon, Peter Krasovsky, Ambrose Supportive, Happy 

Paul, Vojtech Kapinos, Andrew Bemer were outstanding architects of the end of XVIth – 

the beginning XVIIth century.  

Baroque and Rococo left a bigger mark in the architectural and artistic heritage of 

the city. In the period from 1710 to 1760 some old buildings were reconstructed. The 

Dominican Church and the ensemble residence of the Metropolitan with the Cathedral of 

St. George were built at that time.  

However, the local architectural school was the most influential. The school 

promoted the formation of Lviv works of Renaissance architecture. They are 

characterized by a traditional space-planning and a constructive solutions,  a Renaissance 

architectural decoration, an using ornaments and sculptures, a special charm and lyricism.  

Lviv was the centre of the Austrian administration in the Polish lands of the end 

of XVIIIth – the beginning of  XIXth century. The city was under the strong influence of 

Viennese architecture.  

Architecture in Vienna in the first quarter of the XIXth century is  characterized 

by the neo-classical style and in the second quarter of the XIXth century by the bidermaer  

style.  

Hartmann Weaver and Anthony Schimser were the most famous Austrian 

architects at that time. The stone houses in the classical style with the rich sculptural 

decoration (Neoclassicism) were typical for Lviv architecture. 

In Galicia to the XVIIIth century the training of architects was based on the 

system of shop learning. It was gradually replaced  by the system of  the University 

education. In 1608 the College was established in Lviv and in 1661 it officially 

became the University. In 1730 the courses of the architecture were opened in Lviv 

University. People with University degree could study there. Such courses were 

established for training specialists of the European level in different regions and teachers 

of architecture for secondary and higher schools, but not for training architects. However, 

the experts who designed and built houses, for some time studied in masonry workshops. 

  In 1844 Lviv architectural school began the new modern stage of development 

on the base of opening of the Technical Academy. It was higher educational 

establishment (nowadays it is Lviv Polytechnic).  

The middle of the XIXth century is  characterized by the Rundbogenstil style. It is 

the period of creation of  rational architecture. Austrian T. Hansen was the lead architect 

of this direction.  

In the beginning of XXth century Lviv spontaneously developed. In Lviv 

innovations in art and architecture from Vienna were gladly supported.  

But  it should be noted that in the beginning of XXth century Lviv architectural 

school acquired the features of  own style. It was Ukrainian modern and Zakopianski 

style.  

Conclusions 

Architecture of  Lviv was formed during  many centuries at the crossroads of not 

only trading ways, but also social, ethnic and cultural centers. The research of features of 

the formation and the development of  Lviv architecture of the XVIth–XXth centuries 

have become today an important scientific and practical value. This is not only a problem 
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of preservation of historical heritage, but also the necessity to purchase a positive 

experience for modern construction practices. 

 

 

THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE FORMATION OF ATTRACTIVE 

ARCHITECTURAL ENVIRONMENT IN PIDKAMIN TOWN (LVIV REGION) 

 

O. Dyda, master of architecture 

National University “Lviv polytechnic” 

P. 135–140. Bibl. 9. 

 

Development of tourism industry in small cities of Ukraine is one of the reliable 

sources of economic stability that are capable of ensuring new work places in the sphere 

of servicing and trade. For stimulation of this process, the city environment should be 

attractive – it should draw attention with its visual or conceptual features. A small city 

Pidkamin is rich in valuable architectural and natural objects and cultural event. Target-

driven formation of architectural attractiveness of the city space, the use of new 

attractants may help increase its value as a tourist resort area. The majority of scientific 

research is related to the historical architecture of small cities, but it does not cover the 

problems related to forming of attractiveness of their environment for the today’s needs. 

The purpose of the article is to determine the most advantageous directions of formation 

of its architectural attractiveness and to offer possible architectural events that would help 

to emphasize the peculiarities of the city environment. 

The architectural environment of Pidkamin has some peculiarities that are 

common to the most of the adjacent small cities. However, it has several peculiarities that 

distinguish it from other 74 small cities of Lviv region and influence the choice of 

directions of architectural attractiveness formation and means of its implementation: a) 

the location on the road of local importance; b) view of the city that includes the objects 

of very different origin and functional importance; c) rock (stone) located within the city 

space; d) historical sites and buildings; e) Pidkamin festival and the activity of the school 

of arts. The current situation inclines to the choice of relatively simple and affordable 

solutions that do not require any revolutionary changes in the city space. Thus, to get a 

large number of tourists to get acquainted with Pidkamin, the information about the city 

should be placed on Zolochiv-Brody track. In city view has a unique combination of 

elements that should be used as attractive features. Engineering building – a tower that is 

in the center of the view should be effectively highlighted with light and color and get 

additional features. New construction requires height control, as in a small city any 

altitude visual object automatically becomes a visual dominant. For using the natural rock 

as an attractant, it should be accessible, also the route and the area around the rock should 

be provided with interpretive displays, and service objects. Accommodation of 

architectural, natural and historical sites in the eastern part of the city allows combining 

them into a single viewing path, equipped with information elements, leisure areas and 

servicing infrastructure. By developing the topic of Pidkamin festival visitors should be 

motivated not only by the program of the festival, but also by the city, its architecture, 
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culture and history. During the festival mobile equipment and information spatial objects 

should be placed far outside the city. An additional attractant for guests of the city may be 

exhibitions of creative works of students of the local art school. Formation of 

architectural attraction of the environment by different thematic areas at the same time 

requires spatial and functional coordination. 

Conclusions The features of the architectural environment of Pidkamin urban 

village form the overall architectural attractiveness of small cities in the region: 

multiculturalism, multifaith and architectural space. They should be saved in the process 

of formation of their own architectural attraction of the urban village. 

The most advantageous thematic areas for formation of Pidkamin attractiveness 

are the following: city view exhibition with visual dominants; natural dominant 

exposition – the rock; exhibition of historical and architectural monuments; propagation 

of Pidkamin festival. 

Formation of architectural attractiveness of the city environment should be 

accompanied by preserving the integrity of the city image, visual consistency of all 

elements of the spatial composition, continuity of the process and involvement of local 

citizens, whose interests should be taken into account as much as possible while 

implementing the scheduled changes and additions to the architectural space. 
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Problem settlement. In the context of the construction industry issues during the 

state formation and strengthening in the minds of people a sense of unity and identity it is 

important to preserve the historical and architectural environment of settlements and also 

some monuments of historical and architectural heritage. 

The revival of interest Ukrainian people to their history and culture, the desire to 

restore and preserve the architectural heritage again raises the problem of reconstruction 

of architectural monuments among the most important and most urgent. Protection of 

Historical and Cultural Monuments become one of the current challenges. Respect to the 

historical and architectural heritage, its comprehensive research, restoration and 

adaptation to the needs of today is not only a historical and cultural, but also in terms of 

national economy. 

Purposes setting. The purpose of research are the analysis of domestic and 

international experience of reconstruction; determination of historical and modern 

features and formation process of planning, spatial and functional structures of historic 

ensembles; identify historical and modern architectural and planning features of the basic 

structures of ensembles; study the principles of reconstruction of the architecture 

construction.  
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The main material. Architecture monuments are left for us by creators of past 

eras, as well the monuments are an important part of the rich cultural heritage of Ukraine. 

They are the witnesses of the people life and the development of its national culture. 

Monuments play an important role in the knowledge of history, education of patriotism 

and devotion to their land. Historical and architectural monuments of Ukraine are an 

integral part of world culture. 

Attractions of defensive architecture and monastery complexes among other 

monuments of town-planning and architecture have a special status because of their 

unique historical and architectural features. Castles and monasteries – is the largest size 

historic buildings of the settlements and due to its scale is the compositional center of 

many towns and villages in Ukraine. 

In modern conditions many ancient objects used irrationally, many architectural 

monuments empty, even more objects need of restoration or conservation work, the 

restoration of the natural landscape. 

In Ukraine there are examples where architectural monuments restoration are 

fulfill with redevelopment of areas or changing the historical space. The sights are 

suffering more when at their three-dimensional structure the new structures are 

introduced. 

An important step in the selection of attractions for new functional purposes is 

historical and architectural research of facilities. This complex process of studying 

literature, iconography, manuscripts, archaeological research material and other archival 

materials, detailed inspection structures in nature, performance measurement, drawings, 

sketches and more. 

Priority type of attractions and architectural monuments usage can be considered 

for tourist facilities – recreation, tourism, hotels, campsites, shelters, schools, orphanages 

etc. 

Fortifications constructions with no doubt are proposed to use under various 

museum and tourist complexes, cultural and educational centers. The problems of 

restoration the monastic ensembles and adaptation them in order to use for modern 

function are much more difficult to resolve. In some cases monastic ensembles are 

transferred to local religious communities.   

Conclusions. Today, one had urgently need to review and objectively assess the 

state of conservation of architecture monuments in general and restoration industry in 

particular. Undoubtedly, the role of this sector should be increased in connection with 

new construction and reconstruction of historic towns, while architectural monuments 

should not just save and restore, but also to convert into the organic component of 

modern living environment. 

Analysis of the current state of functional groups and their individual elements 

made it possible to determine the relationship between their function and compositional 

state. 

Functional conservation of historic areas depends on the functional conservation 

of individual historic buildings that make up their composition. At the same time preserve 

the functional ensemble affect the continued existence and historical development of the 

new features of the individual elements - buildings. Therefore, to maintain the 
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composition of the ensemble and its individual structures they need functional 

reconstruction. Classification of historic areas and their individual components, saving 

functionality allows to define the degree of reconstructive operations for further use 

within the most favorable and promising direction of growth and development. 
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Rural settlements located within the National Park Synevir are rich in traditional 

wooden houses that are in harmony with the landscape in their form, material and color. 

Traditional wooden buildings serves as standard or a measure of proportionality and 

harmony in the cultural landscape. Beside the fact, residential architecture in the 

Carpathians undergoes significant changes. Primarily, this relates to the use of new 

composite materials as opposed to wood. Under the influence of urban architecture, there 

appear unconventional architectural forms with bright coloring in the villages. The old 

wooden houses are not repairing, and after their destruction, there are build new ones, 

often large-scale and not harmonious to the prevailing environment. In this way, the 

cultural landscape is modified and gradually loses its historically acquired values. The 

term cultural landscape means such kind of anthropogenic landscape, which was formed 

by the result of the interaction of man and nature and which reflects the evolution of 

highlanders in the formation of living environment. In the cultural landscape its 

inhabitants maintain religious and cultural traditions, preserve historical and cultural 

heritage, are oriented to traditional types of entities (nature use), which are supporting 

ecological balance. Traditional wooden architecture is an integral part of cultural 

landscape. 

Buildings of settlements and their outskirts are mainly concentrated in the 

lowland expanse of Tereblya River, its main tributaries: Sloboda, Krasny zvor, Roztoka, 

Ozeryanka and many small streams. On the territory of villages within the park there are 

six monuments of national importance - Christian churches and bell towers. Cultural 

landscapes of mountain settlements were formed under the influence of agricultural 

activity of highlanders. There were used pasture-tillage system of management, which has 

affected the landscape-planning organization of the rural settlements. In the XVI-XVII 

centuries, riparian terraces were divided into roughly equal parcels for agriculture and 

building construction that focused closer to the main streets along the river. Fields, 

hayfields and pastures extended by long strips on the middle parts of mountains, right and 

left of the river, and forests remained on the upper.  

Modern planning of settlements reflects the changes that have occurred over the 

past two centuries, namely: parcel grinding, compaction of buildings in the central parts 

of villages, irregular appearance of buildings and scattered estates among the mountain 
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valleys, increasing areas of hayfields and pastures, while reducing the area of forests. 

Valley villages spaces are grinded and regularly planned, and the mosaic of large, 

randomly arranged mountain valleys spaces combined with areas of forest is dominating 

in the middle and upper levels.  

Traditional wooden residential architecture that has preserved on the territory of 

NNP Synevyr, can be divided into two main groups by the form of the plan: elongated 

buildings, where rooms are stacked sequentially and compact (close to square or 

rectangular), in which rooms are compactly grouped. In most cases, buildings have open 

galleries. The height of the roof is various. Rarely there are buildings with high four-

sloped roofs, more often there are buildings with a low two-sloped roof, where the kinks 

and curving are added to the gable.  

Elongated buildings is the most common type of folk housing in Ukraine and, in 

particular, in Boikivshchyna. Buildings based on a compact plan appear under the 

influence of European wooden and masonry small-town architecture in 1920-30 years and 

this type of plan is actively developing in the second half of the twentieth century. 

Traditionally, in such house low two-sloped roof with gables was erected, rarer - high 

four-sloped roof. In houses with two-sloped roof attic was often arranged.  

Along with non-traditional architecture, there are spread innovative solutions in 

villages that distort the integrity of the prevailing cultural landscape. Deformation and 

distortion manifested primarily in shaping and scale of buildings. The shape of buildings 

is often created under the influence of urban architecture, but without following logical 

proportions and harmonious combination of parts. Large-size buildings often dominate 

over traditional large-scale constructions. There is noticed the desire to build two-three 

storey houses with attics, broken roofs, ground floor and to apply complicated planning. 

Density of buildings increased significantly, for instance, on one plot of land a few 

families can live in different houses. A large flow of tourists encourages mountaineers to 

build second house to provide temporary accommodation and recreation to travelers. The 

second evident fact is the massive use of plastic "lining board" for facades and profiled 

metal sheets for roofs and even arranging a solid fence. These materials are used in both 

new and in the old traditional houses. Many developers refused to use wood as the main 

material and construct walls of breeze blocks, foam blocks, bricks, etc. The third 

phenomenon that causes emotional anxiety - is the use of active-contrast, saturated and 

bright colors on the facades of buildings. The fourth fact that causes negative emotions - a 

"garage architecture", which is gradually formed along the streets, blocking the facades of 

residential buildings. Most garages are located directly on the edge of the street, 

sometimes overlapping roadside, despite regulatory derogations from the red lines.  

Today the urbanization process and urban lifestyle have more and more impact 

on rural settlements and their architecture. This is reflected in transferring urban culture 

and especially architecture in the soil of rural culture that has its own traditions. In the 

result of such impact, buildings with urban ‘architectural face’ rapidly appear in 

"architectural pattern" of the village, which look quite vulgar in mountain environment of 

agro-forestry landscape. Such actions lead to deformation of the original environment of 

architectural monuments as well as valuable traditional wooden buildings, and in the 
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scale of the village and the National Park Synevir – lead to cultural landscape degradation 

and loss of original features. 
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Introduction.  The problem of reconstruction of architectural monuments is 

extremely acute now as we vitness currently the colossal interest of Ukrainian people to 

their history and culture. Villages of Western Ukraine are in the focus of a particular 

attention because of their unique historical and planning peculiarities. During various 

historic periods these lands had been impacted by various cultures. The housing system 

here got its heterogeneity and villages received architectural elements of various 

nations[2]. This caused the disappearance of a certain historic image there and, at the 

same time, provoked the need in functional reconstructions.  

Objectives. The main objective of the article is to develop the systematic 

approach to the study of historic gainings which will allow to analyse their historic and 

current peculiarities, to discover regularities of their foundation and to mark the limits of 

reconstruction interference. To fulfill these tasks one must do the following: 

-denermine historic and current architectural and planning peculiarities; 

-analyse national and foreign reconstructions practices; 

-work out methodological recommendations concerning reconstructions of 

historically vital buildings. 

Main Presentation. Analysis of historic development of architectural ensembles 

of Western Ukrainian villages allow to determine their planning and volumetric 

peculiarities.Taking into consideration the form of a plan the planning system may be of 

three types: regular, irregular and mixed [5].  

Study of the structures of historic encembles in various historic periods allows to 

analyse the way of development of each separate structure.Each building appeared, 

developed and fell into decay being a component of its historic encemble.Historic 

encembles were developing successively.In different historic periods each encemble 

saved heredity of planning,volumetric and functional dicisions. New types of buildings 

which appeared further on contributed the ensemble᾽s functional enrichment. 

Study of current national and foreign architectural practices suggested the idea 

several principal trends of reconstruction of historic environment: radical modification 

and reconstruction of historic environment; complete conservation of current image of an 

architectural ensemble with some buildings restoration and with out introduction of any 

fresh objects; reconstruction of historic housing system with maximal preservation of the 

whole valuable architectural inheritance [1]. The last trend seems to be the most optimal. 

A separate historically vital building being an element of a single ensemble cannot be 
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reconstructed and developed in isolation from other components of an ensemble [4]. 

Complex reconstruction includes planning and spatial reconstruction of the whole 

ensemble and is focused on creating optimal environment for an architectural monument 

by means of the following instruments: 

-its complete preservation and a little interference into a hisnoric encemble; 

-complete renovation of historic environment; 

-renovation of environment by means of introducting fresh elements; 

-preservation of historic structures at new construction sites. 

Analysis of the current state of the given problem allowed to say that colossal 

modifications caused violations in planning and volumetric composition. This also caused 

changes of dimensions and from on the plan of historic ensembles and of the village in 

general. Historically vital buildings, therefore, find themselves in the environment 

characterized by quite incorrect for them volumetric and planning parameters. 

Methods of reconstruction lie in determination of forms of reconstructional 

interference for adaptation of historically vital buildings to current conditions coming 

from its historic peculiarities, current state and requirements to them. Such methods for 

see complex reconstruction with simultaneous successive reconstruction of the whole 

historic centre and a particular focus on some historically vital buildings. 

Comparative analysis of historically vital buildings allows to determine the 

objective of reconstruction and degree of reconstruction interference which depend on: 

historic documents on such buildings, degrees of preservation of planning, volumetric 

and constructive gualities. 

Conclusion. Analysis of the current state allowed to conclude that the 

environment with historically vital buildings have been subjected to considerable 

violations in its composition and structuring. Study of the functional state allowed to 

determine interrelation between function and compositional state. We may say, the 

destruction of the universal composition of historically vital Western Ukrainian villages 

is the result of introducing new buildings with some what different functions. Destruction  

of historically vital buildings is the result of their incorrect utilization and even their 

standing idle. Thus, the main principles of reconstruction of historically vital buildings 

are as follows: reconstruction of planning and volumetric structure of historically vital 

villages as an environment for a separate historic building; reconstruction of historic 

buildings; functional reconstruction. 
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Introduction. Modern farmers’ activities are not limited by producing 

agricultural commodities at their farmsteads. They may also found and conduct their own 
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businesses. Agriculture is known to be  the principal type of the farmers economic 

activities. It depends greatly on climatic and natural conditions and, therefore, 

characterized by the commodities costs and incomes instability. These factors influence 

dramatically the farmers’ business investments attractiveness. Nevertheless, various 

additional services appeared currently in rural settlements and gave the farmers chances 

to widen the sphere of labor opportunities and to get stable incomes. 

Main presentation. Residents of modern rural settlements need the services 

which are enjoyed by urban people. Current economic and social situation stimulate 

people to research their job and service opportunities closer to their accommodations. 

Thus, quite a number of groceries, drugstores, department stores, various 

workshops etc. appeared and continue to appear in rural settlements. 

The small-sized business proved to be the most typical and effective form of 

economic activity in the country-side. The small-sized business enterprises are 

characterized by such features which cannot be characteristic for large enterprises. The 

small-sized enterprise is able to influence in the most efficient way the rural market 

conjuncture and makes the market economy more flexible. Flexibility proved to the most 

vital characteristics of the rural small-sized business under current conditions witnessing 

rapid individualization and differentiation of the consumers’ demands, intensification of 

scientific and technical progress and enlargement of commodities and services 

nomenclature. 

Farming became one of the forms of rural people’s activities where they are given 

the status of the juridical person dealing with agricultural production, procession and 

selling of agricultural commodities and aimed at economic profitability. Speaking of rural 

business activities one must constantly consider the molar factor because the farmer as a 

businessman has to enjoy a wealthy creative potential being able to combine the facilities 

of several different occupations: an executive; an entrepreneur and a manager [3]. 

Ukraine currently witnesses the rapidly increasing number of services 

guaranteeing the employment of 55% of people of living in the country-side. One should 

mention here tourism (hotel service including) which is particularly perspective branch 

now in our country together with some other consumers’ services, fast food services, 

repair services as well as entertainment and show services. 

Farmers are frequently proved to be the owners of mini-businesses. They 

reconstruct their farmsteads and give them some additional functions. All the mentioned 

above problems are caused by the fact that the farmsteads used to be planned without any 

perspectives of potential functional reconstructions in future and the very idea to found 

business there. 

Conclusions. When analyzing the development of industrial and residential 

farmsteads we determined a number of directions of rural business activities depending 

upon some objective factors (closeness of a farmstead to the nearest big city, its social 

contacts, form of economic activities, way of business, local customers’ demands etc.) 

which influence dramatically the functioning of modern farmsteads under fresh social 

conditions. 
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Problem definition. Cultural heritage is a future’s integral part but, currently 

these objects are abandoned fragments of the past, there is a lack of new presentation and 

a fresh vision for their use. Nowadays they become classical museums’ exhibits, although 

capabilities diversity is one of the most important components in creating a modern 

lapidarium display. 

Objectives definition. Change of museums space and exhibition presentation 

upgraded to a new modern level of renewal and preservation of architectural pieces. 

Main body. We endeavoured to show the fundamental nature of the principles 

and means of displays decoration in the preservation of monuments fragments through 

varying objects presentation to facilitate better understanding, cognition and respect for 

the history by future generations. Following the conducted research to implement results 

in practice, we have created a 3D lapidarium project in the central part of Lviv. 

We have studied the exhibition sites and exhibits, considered previous historical 

and field research of monuments and buildings, together with visual inspection, drawings, 

archival and bibliographic searches and creating lapidarium space design. 

Brief description of the display design environment, namely building №4 in the 

Ploshcha Rynok square (Market square), which is a four-story house, a heritage building 

of residential architecture of the late Renaissance. In 1929 the building premises were 

restored and adapted to store the museum collection. Currently there is a historical 

museum. The one established in 1926, where expeditions are dedicated to the Liberation 

struggle in Ukraine – on the second, third and fourth floors, while fund and office 

premises are situated in the basement. 

We were given 30 exhibit items to design the display. These are mainly 

gravestones, sculptures, medallions, mascarons and keystones. 

Artefacts are linked thematically, according to one style and author. 

Technical condition of the building, lighting, exhibit items mounting that are 

compliant with standards were considered and improved. Thanks to layouts of the 

existing state of the researched object and data from scientific literature, we can start 

designing lapidarium in the first floor corridor leading to the patio, which can also serve 

as a display continuation. 

Pre-project sketches, on-site survey and drawings were made, plans and 

visualization along with accompanying information design were developed. Restorating, 

preserving and partially reconstructing actions aimed at conservation were performed at 

the Department of Architectural and Artistic Heritage Restoration according to the 

architectural monuments preservation rules. Following field research, parts of the 

damaged sections on the walls and floor were revealed. We make construction drawings 

in accordance with ergonomic standards, and exhibit items placed along the walls will be 

attached to this construction. The basis of our project is a metal structure that protrudes 
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with frames for fixing objects on pedestals. A series of spotlights on the ceiling to 

highlight an individual object. Additional light sources  inside the construction to serve as 

an accent, decorative lighting. Available archival photos, illustrating exhibit’s condition, 

function or location will be attached over each artefact along with the history and object 

description. According to the project, at the beginning of an exhibition there will be 

located two touch screens containing information about the objects displayed in 

lapidarium on the wall projections. One of our major goals was to harmoniously combine 

materials, different in nature such as metal, glass, plastic and stone. Thus, according to 

the project we will create a modern lapidarium with an accessible explanation for 

historical and cultural values and nature of the collection, which will be given a fresh 

vision and a new life. 

Conclusions. Thanks to this project the monuments are protected from further 

destruction, they are preserved and at the same me well exhibited in tourists-accessible 

areas. Of course, display objects filling the corridor are not something outstanding, but 

one can call it an initial stage in a new architectural generation development, since it 

eliminates the need to redevelop certain areas for museums. Moreover, it creates a 

possibility to use it for new and modern forms and structures. The proposed project of 

this problem solution is not a rule, but rather an option of opportunities and call for a new 

vision of creating lighter and simpler museum types. Therefore, we can state that there is 

a need in an architect’s part when shaping an exhibition, changing museum space and 

their presentation, to achieve the desired results of renewal and preservation of 

architectural fragments. 

 

 
 

 

 


